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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates viable Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) 

topologies for low voltage applications. With the increase in demand for high data rate 

services, there has been widespread use of digital systems. However, analog systems still 

find use since the nature of all signals is analog. Thus every digital signal processing 

system is made up of both analog and digital sections. The need to lower power 

consumption in these systems has led to a scaling down of most technologies. This has 

subsequently made the design of analog circuits further challenging. The need to 

intelligently implement existing design techniques and further develop newer ones has 

therefore become very important. This thesis is a step in this direction. 

The design of a differential version of an already existing transonductance topology in 

addition with investigation into techniques such as the use of a negative resistance load 

(NRL) has been attempted. Furthermore, several other OTAs based on new design 

techniques have also been investigated. Three of them were implemented using TSMC's 

(Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Corporation) 0.35u.m C M O S process. The 

results obtained are very exciting. However, there still is room for improvement in terms 

of power consumption. 

In addition, attempts have been made to design low voltage spectral shaping filters that 

conform to the spectral compatibility requirements for Second Generation High bit-rate 

Digital Subscriber Line technology (HDSL-2) using Overlapped P A M (Pulse Amplitude 

Modulation) Transmission with Interlocked Spectra (OPTIS) as the modulation scheme. 

A 3 r d order low pass Butterworth filter using one of the OTAs mentioned above has been 

implemented in silicon. 

i i i 
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Chapterl 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND: 

Recent years have seen a dramatic increase in the need for high-speed data services. The 

search for a technology capable enough to meet the need of the times, as well as being 

compatible with the existing copper coaxial transmission systems has given birth to Digital 

Subscriber Line (DSL) technology. Of the various DSLs, the one that has been focused on in 

this thesis is the Second Generation High-bit-rate Digital Subscriber Line Technology 

(HDSL-2). The specific application addressed here is that of designing spectral shaping 

filters that meet the requirements for achieving spectral compatibility of HDSL-2 with other 

DSLs in the same binder. In DSL chipsets, with the exception of Analog-to-Digital 

converters (ADC) and Digital-to-Analog converters (DAC), the vast majority of the circuits 

work in the digital domain. However, the filtering done at the transmitter side in order to 

shape the transmit spectrum can also be done in the analog domain. The need to design 

analog shaping filters arises from the need to reduce power consumption, which can be quite 

high in the case of digital circuits. Analog filters could either be Continuous-Time (CT) or 

Switched-Capacitor (SC). In the case of high frequency applications, excessive clock 

feedthrough in SC filters forces designers to choose CT filters as the method for designing 

the spectral shaping filters. Therefore, in the given application concerning HDSL-2, CT 

filters were opted for. 

There are two main techniques for realizing CT filters. The first one uses a cascade of 

biquad sections where, each section realizes a pole pair (zero pair, i f required) of the transfer 
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function. Although this method is very simple and quite flexible, it is quite sensitive to 

element values. Moreover, Operational Amplifiers (Opamps) used in realizing the biquads 

limit the frequency of application due to the limited bandwidth of the Opamp. The second 

technique makes use of a L C ladder prototype that is converted to an active circuit that does 

not make use of inductors. Inductors are avoided since they are bulky and tend to occupy 

larger chip area thereby, increasing the cost of manufacture. In this method either an active 

version is simulated such that it satisfies the equations of the L C Ladder or the inductor is 

replaced by an active component such as the gyrator, Operational Transconductance 

Amplifier (OTA), etc. More information on the synthesis of CT filters can be found in [1-5]. 

The need to reduce power consumption has also led to the use of current-mode techniques 

and reduced power supplies in designing signal processing circuits. Reduction in power 

supply enables a significant reduction in power consumption in digital circuits. However, 

power consumption in analog circuits increases with reduction in supply voltage. Use of 

current-mode technique leads to simpler circuit design, which contributes to lower power 

consumption. In addition, it also helps in achieving higher bandwidth and higher dynamic 

range. The transconductor is an important building block in current-mode signal processing. 

It forms a crucial part of the design is limitations in linearity and frequency response will 

affect the entire system. The important features that a transconductor must possess are: 

1. High linearity 

2. Large bandwidth 

3. Large dynamic range 

4. Low power consumption 

5. Tunability 

6. High input and output impedance. 

Use of various linearization techniques help in achieving high linearity. Some of these are 

discussed in [6-8]. Use of a differential version of a transconductor instead of a single-ended 
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version also helps in increasing linearity due to the cancellation of the common-mode 

nonlinearities at the output. However, it contributes to the use of additional circuitry to 

maintain the common-mode output voltage at a specified level. This circuit, known as a 

common-mode feedback circuit (CMFB) adds to the complexity of design, and increases 

silicon area and power consumption. The increase in silicon area is of the order of 20% and 

is not a serious problem. However, power consumption could increase between 50 to 100% 

[7]. Therefore, the design of the C M F B circuit is equally important in low voltage, low 

power applications. 

Thus, it can be seen that the design of analog circuits for low voltage, low power and high

speed applications is quite challenging. The current trend in the use of design techniques 

along with the current technological progress is dealt with in the next section. 

1.2 TRENDS: 

With continual technological advancement and increase in the need for high-speed data 

services along with the need to economize, there has been a considerable amount of research 

to devise techniques that can help achieve lower power consumption and fabrication cost. 

This has led to widespread use of digital circuits. However, an all-digital implementation is 

not possible since most signals in nature are in analog form. So, a part of every electronic 

system needs to be analog. At present times, typically an application specific integrated 

circuit (ASIC) contains 80% digital and 20% analog circuitry. 

The need to lower power consumption has in turn led to the reduction in the supply voltages 

and the gate lengths of the transistors. Though a reduction in supply voltage leads to lower 

power consumption in the case of digital circuits, it is not the same for analog circuits. In 

addition, lower supply voltages have resulted in shrinkage of dynamic range and a decrease 

in the linearity of analog circuits. The direct consequence of this has been investigation into 

design techniques that enhance the performance of analog circuits. Use of periodically 
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clocked switches and capacitors to design analog circuits was found to be a powerful design 

technique that seemed to enhance the performance of analog circuits considerably. However, 

the need to oversample the signal to be processed, and clock feedthrough of switches were 

drawbacks of the SC technique. This left the CT approach as the only choice for designing 

analog circuits. Design techniques based on current-mode approach were found to enhance 

the performance of CT analog circuits. Current-mode techniques have gained popularity 

over the recent years over their voltage-mode counterparts with the decrease in supply 

voltage. This is so because, current-mode techniques generally facilitate higher bandwidth, 

higher dynamic range, simpler circuitry, lower power consumption and are better suited for 

operation with reduced supplies. 

The need to lower power consumption, reduce chip area and cost of fabrication has also led 

to the use of active elements in place of passive inductors and resistors. The search for active 

elements having current as the output variable brought forth transconductors, which are 

basically voltage-to-current converters. These devices are represented by transconductance 

as the parameter, which is denoted by g m . Use of differential version of these active elements 

further contributes to enhancement in performance of analog circuits due to the cancellation 

of nonlinearities at the output. In addition, use of various linearization techniques in 

designing the transconductance elements further results in an improved performance of 

analog circuits. 

The above design trends have been a direct consequence of the technological advancement. 

Most of the technologies available today are optimized for digital circuits. This makes it 

challenging to design and operate analog circuits to yield desirable performances. 

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE: 

The increase in the need for greater reliability and performance of systems used in high

speed applications has resulted in widespread use of digital circuits. However, as mentioned 
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earlier analog circuits can never be eradicated since signals in nature are analog in form. The 

power hungry nature of digital circuits has led to scaling down of the transistor gate lengths, 

which has added to the challenges in designing analog circuits. 

This research is dedicated to the exploration of some existing linearization techniques for 

designing OTAs and the development of newer ones for low voltage analog applications 

(3V/3.3V). Although these OTAs can be used for majority of applications, the particular 

application that has been addressed is that of designing spectral shaping filters for HDSL-2 

that conforms to its spectral compatibility requirements. 

Focus has also been placed on designing OTAs with wider dynamic range of operation and 

lowered distortion. 

1.4 THESIS OVERVIEW: 

This thesis can be divided into three basic areas of research focus. One was to determine 

the requirements of the filter required for use in HDSL-2 as spectral shapers, second, to 

design the required filter, and finally to develop low voltage OTAs that would enable us 

to realize the above filter. A l l of this has been laid down according to the following 

outline so as to make it convenient to follow. 

Presented in Chapter 2 is a brief introduction on DSLs. The requirements for HDSL-2 to 

be spectrally compatible with the other DSLs working together in a binder are also 

outlined. It also attempts to design analog spectral shaping filters for HDSL-2 that would 

possibly ensure its spectral compatibility with other DSLs while operating at a low 

supply voltage. 

Presented in Chapter 3 is a brief introduction on OTAs. This is followed by a brief 

overview of design techniques used to achieve linearization. Further, two new OTA 
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topologies, hereby labeled OTA-1 and OTA-2, both having the same transconductance 

stage, but different C M F B circuits are discussed. Simulation results from schematics and 

layouts are also presented for each of them. 

The remaining two newly designed low voltage OTAs are discussed in Chapter-4. The 

basic idea of circuit operation is touched on. Simulation results for a third and fourth 

OTA, OTA-3 and OTA-4, respectively are presented. Relative performance of both the 

circuits is observed. Further, simulation results for OTA-3, from layout, are presented as 

well. 

Simulation results of the filter structure dealt in Chapter 2 are presented in Chapter-5. 

Results for both the schematic and layout version are presented here. 

The experimental results obtained from the chips implemented in TSMC's 0.35jxm 

CMOS technology are presented in Chapter-6. In total three chips were fabricated. The 

first contained the design of the first OTA topology described in this thesis. The second 

one was based on the design of OTA-2 and the third one contained the design of OTA-3 

and one of the filters mentioned in Chapter 2. The filter, however, was designed using 

the OTA-2 topology. 

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. Improvements for future work are also presented. 



Chapter 2 

7 

DSLs AND SPECTRAL SHAPERS REQUIRED FOR HDSL-2 

The emergence of Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technology has been a direct consequence 

of increasing demand for high-speed data transmission. Fiber optics has long been known to 

be the transmission technology of the future that would possibly be the most economical 

means of providing broadband telecommunication services. However, the task of replacing 

the existing copper telephone lines totally by fiber would take some time. Moreover, a 

balance is required between the economic pressures of reasonable transmission costs and 

wide-band services. This led to the birth of DSLs, which utilize the existing copper lines to 

provide high-speed data transmission thereby making it cost effective. Continual research 

aimed at developing better and faster technologies has produced a number of DSLs that can 

be used for high-speed data transmission, HDSL-2 (Second Generation High-bit-rate Digital 

Subscriber Line Technology) being one of them. 

2.1 DSL DEVELOPMENT: 

DSL technology provides high data rate services over telephone subscriber lines. The recent 

years have seen a dramatic increase in the demand for high-speed data transmission to meet 

internet and consumer needs. The direct outcome of this has been development of 

technologies such as DSL which support these services while utilizing the existing network 

of telephone lines, thereby, making it cost effective. The first in the family of DSLs was 

Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) first conceived in 1976. Development of ISDN 

extended over a decade. It mainly focused on telephone services and lower-speed packet-

switched data. Thus, ISDN networks were not suited for high-speed and long holding time 

sessions that characterize internet applications. Early ISDNs used time compression 
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multiplexing (TCM) or alternate mark inversion (AMI) transmission techniques, which were 

then replaced by 2B1Q (2 binary, 1 quaternary) transmission. In 1986, Ameritech provided 

the first ISDN service in North America. Gradually, the number of ISDN lines increased such 

that by the end of 1996 there were 6 million lines. The ISDN loop reach was 5.5 km from 

central office with a data rate of 160kbps. Simultaneously, there was on going research in 

developing other DSLs such as HDSL (High-Bit-Rate Digital Subscriber Line Technology), 

A D S L (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line Technology), HDSL-2 (Second Generation 

High-Bit-Rate Digital Subscriber Line Technology) and V D S L (Very High-Bit-Rate Digital 

Subscriber Line Technology). The data rates and loop reach of these are given in Table 2.1 . 

Table 2.1: Various DSLs with their data-rate and loop reach. 

Type of DSL Data Rate Loop Reach 

ISDN (BRI) 160kb/s 5.5km 

A D S L 9Mb/s- Downstream 

IMb/s-Upstream 

3.7km(maximum) 

HDSL 1.544Mb/sor2Mb/s 3.7km 

HDSL-2 1.544Mb/sor2Mb/s 3.7km 

V D S L 52Mb/s 1.2km 

2.2 HDSL-2: 

HDSL-2 derives its origin from HDSL. The definition of an early concept of HDSL was laid 

down in the year 1986 at A T & T Bell Labs and Bellcore. The laboratory prototype of HDSL 

system was built in 1989. In 1992 the first HDSL system was placed into service by Bell 

Canada. Almost every major telephone company worldwide uses H D S L nowadays. 

Deployment of HDSL is increasing at more than 150,000 lines a year. HDSL provides two-

way data transmission of 1.544 or 2.048 Mbps. It provides reliable transmission over all 
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Carrier Serving Area (CSA) lines with a bit-error rate (BER) of 10'9. Nearly all HDSL 

systems use echo-cancelled hybrid dual-duplex 2B1Q transmission with some discrete 

multitone (DMT) and carrierless A M / P M (CAP) systems. H D S L has the advantages of 

simplified architecture, low installation costs and large coverage areas up to 3.7 km. 

Moreover, with the use of techniques such as adaptive equalization, echo cancellation etc., it 

also reduces the use of repeaters and line conditioners. More than 95% of HDSL lines do not 

use repeaters [9]. 

Major degradation sources are crosstalk, Intersymbol Interference (ISI), quantisation noise, 

residual echo, timing jitter and adaptation noise. Crosstalk occurs due to interference of 

signals carried by adjacent DSLs in a binder. It is explained further in details in section 2.3. 

ISI is the result of phase and amplitude distortions occurring in the transmitted symbol 

resulting in an overlapping of signal pulses within the sampling period. Phase distortion 

occurs when frequency components of a signal encounter non-uniform delay over the 

channel length. Amplitude distortion occurs when, the channel attenuates high-frequency 

components of the signal. ISI can be pre-cursor or post-cursor ISI depending on whether it 

occurs at the leading or the trailing edge of the pulse. Transmit echo components, which are 

not removed by the echo canceller, end up being superimposed with the small receive signal, 

thereby, raising the noise floor of the channel and reducing the Signal-to-Noise of the system. 

Timing jitter arises from the variation in the clock-edge phase, which distorts the exact time 

in which the critical sample is taken. Adaptation noise arises from the time varying nature of 

the channel, due to which all receive filters must constantly adapt themselves to precisely 

match the line characteristics thereby, adding noise to the system. 

HDSL communication channel consists of the carrier serving area (CSA) with additive near-

end crosstalk (NEXT) [10]. The transceiver elements include line interface units, transmit 

filter, echo canceller and receive filter. Each CSA loop consists of various lengths, wire 

gauges and bridge taps. Line interface consists of the transformer and the impedance-

balancing hybrid. The hybrid serves to combine the received and transmitted signals and 
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perform initial echo cancellation. Transmit filters are used to shape the transmitted signal so 

that it complies with the time and frequency templates allowed in the network which are 

designed to minimize the amount of transmitted energy that interferes with the services in the 

network. Figure 2.1 shows a typical block diagram of a FIDSL communication channel [9]. 

Analog . 
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Analog 
Trans mi 

-

Variable Gain 
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Digital Signal 

Processor 

Microcomputer 
Interface 

Line 
Driver 

Framcr/ 
Channel 
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ecovered 
Data 
^ and 
Clock 

Figure 2.1: Block Diagram of a HDSL Communication Channel. 

In the year 1995, the process of development of HDSL-2 began. It has a data rate of 1.544 or 

2.048Mb/s over 0.5mm twisted-pair cable. It uses a single twisted-pair copper wire. This 

ensures a reduction in the amount of copper being used, thereby, reducing the cost of 

implementation further. However, because the upstream and downstream data transmission 

occurs over a single twisted pair, more interference between signals traveling in either 

direction results. HDSL-2 uses sophisticated modulation schemes like Partially Overlapped 

echo-cancelled transmission (POET), OverCAPped, Overlapped P A M Transmission with 

Interlocked Spectra (OPTIS), and M O N E T to reduce performance degradation due to 

crosstalk [9]. 
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In the beginning, while developing HDSL-2, symmetric echo-cancelled transmission (SET) 

and frequency division multiplexed transmission (FDM) were considered as modulation 

schemes. SET fell short of requirements due to self-crosstalk. On the other hand, F D M , 

though not limited by self-NEXT, was limited by crosstalk from other services (ingress) and 

crosstalk into other services (egress). This made F D M less desirable than SET. Later, POET 

was proposed in a T l / E l subcommittee meeting [11]. POET used a non-identical, 

overlapping spectra in both transmit directions. Both the spectra are carefully shaped so as to 

provide best possible performance in the presence of self and foreign crosstalk and to cause 

least performance degradation on the neighboring DSLs. The various modulations schemes 

mentioned above incorporate the same basic approach. POET modulation scheme differs 

from SET in the fact that the performances in the presence of heterogeneous and 

homogeneous crosstalk are similar for SET while they are different in case of POET. Most 

of the other modulation schemes proposed, had their PSDs defined such that some of the 

upper frequencies were boosted above a nominal value as well as the level of any other DSL 

operating at that frequency. However, in reality, inclusion of this concept did not fully solve 

the issue of spectral compatibility of HDSL-2 using OPTIS as the modulation scheme. It was 

observed that there remained a significant disagreement between theoretical calculations and 

measured performance. This resulted in further modifications in the PSD Masks for OPTIS. 

The offset frequency was then carefully selected and placed in the upstream and downstream 

directions. The key elements incorporated in the updated OPTIS modulation scheme, in 

order to ensure limitation of degradation due to crosstalk, can be summarized as follows: 

• The transmit spectra in the upstream and downstream directions are would be unique 

in shape. 

• The two spectra would also be partially overlapped in frequency. 

• Decoupling of the transmit spectrum from symbol rate would allow resilience in the 

use of excess bandwidth. 

• The transmit modulation used would be Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM). 
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• Coded modulation would be used. 

2.3 SPECTRAL COMPATIBILITY: 

In order to enhance the performance of any DSL in the presence other DSLs in the binder, it 

is required that they be spectrally compatible. To be spectrally compatible it is required that 

each xDSL be able to endure the crosstalk due to the neighboring ones without having 

appreciable performance degradation. Crosstalk in DSLs, arises from the electromagnetic 

radiation from individual wires in a twisted pair cable. Crosstalk can be defined as the 

interference that enters into any communication channel from its neighbors through some 

coupling path. Crosstalk can be of two types, namely, Near-End Crosstalk (NEXT) as 

mentioned earlier and Far-End Crosstalk (FEXT). F E X T is the interference due to the 

leakage of transmitted signals onto a nearby wire pair having locally transmitted signal. This 

results in the attenuation of both the interfering crosstalk and the transmitted signal by the 

cable length. N E X T is the result of large transmitted signals leaking onto a nearby wire pair, 

which carries small received signals from a distant transmitter. Of the two, N E X T dominates 

F E X T at all times in limiting the performance. Figure 2.2 below illustrates the generation of 

N E X T and F E X T generation in a multipair cable. 

Near-end Reciever Far-end Reciever 

Transmitter 

Pairl 

Pair2 

N E X T 

J 
F E X T * 

Multi-Pair Cable 

Figure 2.2: N E X T and F E X T generation in a multipair cable. 

Thus, the issue to deal with in order to ensure spectral compatibility is crosstalk. 

Investigation into this has brought forth interesting results as to how to ensure spectral 
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compatibility [12]. Spectral Compatibility refers to the ability of different xDSL systems to 

tolerate each other's crosstalk without undue performance degradation. In [12], the 

frequency range considered for defining spectral compatibility is from 4kHz to 1.5MHz 

where any xDSL is said to be spectrally compatible i f its crosstalk does not cause 

performance degradation to any xDSL that is significantly worse than the degradation caused 

by the worst-case crosstalk due to those. In order to ensure spectral compatibility, one 

approach would be to go through extensive calculations on a case-by-case basis to check the 

impact of crosstalk from each xDSL into every other xDSL in a binder. A more convenient 

approach given in [12] is to compare transmit power spectrums of each xDSL with a power 

spectral density (PSD) Masks defined, instead of carrying out the tedious calculations. There 

are two PSD masks defined - one for the upstream direction and the other is for the 

downstream direction [13]. In defining these PSD Masks, N E X T is considered as the 

dominant noise source and so F E X T is ignored, since the frequency range considered does 

not go further than 1.5MHz. The principles taken into account when laying down the 

transmit PSD masks are: 

(1) Most of the common xDSLs satisfy the PSD masks, including ISDN, HDSL, D M T 

A D S L , etc. 

(2) A l l the existing xDSLs would have "good performance" in the presence of worst-

case crosstalk from any system that meets the PSD mask. 

(3) If the actual transmit power spectrum of any xDSL, including the sin(x)/x roll off, 

does not violate the defined PSD masks, then that xDSL is said to satisfy the PSD 

masks. 

(4) The frequencies taken into account are from 4kHz to 1.5MHz only and do not 

include V D S L or voice band. 

The PSD masks defined for both the upstream and downstream directions are shown in 

Figures 2.3 and 2.4. 
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Frequency(kHz) 

Figure 2.4: Downstream OPTIS PSD mask. 

According to the definition for spectral compatibility, any xDSL system is said to satisfy the 

PSD masks for spectral compatibility if, the xDSL's transmit power is at or below that of the 
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PSD mask at all frequencies between 4kHz to 1.5MHz. Thus, any xDSL system with 

transmit PSDs satisfying the defined PSD masks is deemed spectrally compatible. 

In comparison to HDSL, the requirements for HDSL-2 are quite challenging thereby, leading 

to a few complexity differences in the systems. Some of these are as follows: 

• In addition to having transmit power 3dB higher than HDSL, use of precoding 

and spectral shaping causes the peak-to-rms ratio for HDSL-2 to go up. This 

results in an increase of power consumption in the line driving circuitry. 

• The presence of a precoder increases the complexity of the echo canceller. 

• The use of coded modulation makes it necessary to use a Viterbi decoder in order 

to meet performance requirements. This requires a trellis code on the order of 

512 states, which results in enormous increase in both processing power and 

memory when compared to an uncoded HDSL system. 

• HDSL-2 requires a fractionally spaced equalizer and echo canceller in order to 

obtain adequate performance, both of which are quite complex thereby, 

contributing to an increase of the transceiver complexity. 

2.4 APPLICATION ADDRESSED (Transmit Filters): 

One of the objectives of this project was to design transmit filters for both downstream and 

upstream directions of data transmission for use in HDSL-2 employing OPTIS. Transmit 

filters are basically used to shape the transmit spectrum in DSLs such that the amount of 

power contained in them is so controlled, that the DSLs working in a common binder do not 

degrade each other's performance. Thus, the main purpose of these filters is to ensure that 

the PSD of the transmit spectrums in both the upstream and downstream directions comply 

with the PSD masks defined in the spectral compatibility draft [14]. 
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The spectral shapers that we designed here are for HDSL-2 with Overlapped P A M 

Transmission with Interlocked Spectra (OPTIS) as the modulation scheme. The PSD Masks 

that are to be complied with, in order to meet spectral compatibility are shown in section 2.3. 

2.4.1 Design Criterion: 

The transmit filter required to be used in HDSL-2 using OPTIS as the modulation scheme 

has to conform to the PSD masks defined. This requires that the PSD of the transmitted 

signal should be below the defined masks. In addition the latency or delay for the filters 

should be no more than 500ns. It is also required that the phase of the transmit filter be as 

constant as possible throughout the given range of frequencies so as to limit performance 

degradation of the system. 

2.4.2 Possible Choices: 

Butterworth filters seemed to be worth verification for use in HDSL-2 at the first place, since 

they were already employed in HDSL which has requirements such as speed, bandwidth etc. 

very similar to HDSL-2 , except for the number of twisted pairs used. Favorable 

characteristics such as moderate attenuation steepness and transient response make 

Butterworth filters popular choices in most applications. Moreover, the element values used 

in these filters are more practical and less critical when compared to the other filter types. 

OPTIS uses 16 level P A M coding [9]. The power spectral density of the transmit signal of a 

filter with transfer function H(f) is given by 
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M + l V 
where KPAM = ———'•> M being the number of equally spaced levels, VP is the peak 

voltage, fa is the center frequency and R is the characteristic line impedance, which is equal 

to 135Q. If the transmit filter is a Butterworth filter of order n and 3dB frequency fidB , then 

the magnitude square of the filter transfer function is given by 

|# ( / ) f = 
1 

( f 

(2.2) 

1 + 
\ j 3dB j 

Analysis of the data for the PSD Masks using equations (2.1) and (2.2) gave the order and 

cut-off frequency of the low pass (LP) Butterworth filter that would meet the required 

specifications for both the upstream and downstream directions of data transmission. Tables 

2.2 and 2.3 contain the data for the above-mentioned PSD masks. 

Table 2.2: OPTIS downstream mask specification 

Frequency (kHz) Maximum Power (dBm/Hz) 

<1 -54.2 

2 -42.2 

12 -39.2 

190 -39.2 

236 -46.2 

280 -35.7 

375 -35.7 

400 -40.2 

440 -68.2 
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600 -76.2 

1000 -89.2 

2000 -99.7 

>3000 -108 

Table 2.3: OPTIS upstream mask specification. 

Frequency (kHz) Maximum Power (dBm/Hz) 

<1 -54.2 

2 -42.2 

10 -39.2 

175 -39.2 

220 -46.2 

255 -35.7 

276 -35.7 

300 -40.2 

555 -68.2 

800 -76.2 

1400 -89.2 

>2000 -99.7 

With the use of Matlab programs it was found that a 3 r d order LP Butterworth filter 

conformed to the downstream OPTIS PSD mask. A suitable choice of the cut-off frequency 

of the filter is fJdB = 200kHz. The normalized transfer function of the required filter is given 

by 
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where ki is a magnitude scaling factor with a value of 0.37. 

Similarly, a 5 t h order LP Butterworth filter of cut-off frequency 200kHz was found to 

conform to the upstream OPTIS PSD mask. The normalized transfer function of the filter 

thus arrived at is given by 

H(f) = ~, j £ = (2.4) 
s s + 3.236b 4 + 5.236Ls3 + 5.236b 2 + 3.236b +1 

where k2 is another magnitude scaling factor with a value of 0.15. 

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show the Butterworth transmit PSDs for both the upstream and 

downstream directions with respect to the OPTIS PSD masks respectively. The plots for 

the delay and the phase of the two filters are given in Figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9, 2.10, 

respectively. 

In addition to LP Butterworth filters, the other types of filters that could possibly be used 

in HDSL-2 are Chebyshev, Bessel, Linear Phase and Transitional filters. Chebyshev 

filters have a narrower transition between passband and stopband region, thus giving the 

frequency response a more rectangular look. Bessel, Linear Phase and Transitional filters 

find little use yet in DSLs. However, it seems worth considering them as choices since 

they have a number of advantages [15]. Although, from the selectivity point of view, the 

Bessel filters are disadvantageous, their phase response as far as linearity is concerned, is 

far superior to that of Butterworth or Chebyshev filters. As a consequence, the time 

response of the Bessel filters displays superior performance, concerning fidelity to the 

input waveforms, over the other lowpass filters. Linear phase filters on the other hand 

have an advantage over Bessel filters in that the delay is constant over a larger frequency 

interval for the same filter order. Transitional filters have a near linear phase shift and 

smooth amplitude roll-off in the passband. 
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Use of Matlab programs enabled us to determine the order and cut-off frequency of the 

required filters. The order of all the filters, except Transitional filters, was found to be 2 

for the downstream direction while it was found to be 5 for the upstream direction. A 3 r d 

order Transitional filter was found to conform to the downstream PSD mask too. The 

cut-off frequency they all share was found to be the same as that for Butterworth filters. 

However, the magnitude-scaling factor is different for each of them. Table 2.4 shows the 

transfer functions of the required transmit filters for both upstream and downstream 

directions. The normalized values of the components used to arrive at these transfer 

functions have been obtained from [15]. 

Table 2.4: Transfer functions of other filter types to be used in the upstream and downstream 

directions of data transmission. 

Filter Type TF for downstream direction TF for upstream direction 

Chebyshev 0.22 0.076 Chebyshev 
s 2 +1.425s+ 1 5 5 +1.1725154 +1.937453 +1.309652 +0.75255 + 0.1789 

Transitional 0.7 0.08 Transitional 

s 3 +2.9020s2 + 4.29895 + 2.363 55 + 2.614854 + 5.8301s3 + 6.976 b 2 + 5.38895 + 1.8318 

Bessel 0.25 0.25 Bessel 
s 2 + 2.20605 + 1.6221 s 5 + 6.1983s4 + 17.9288s3 + 29.6340s2 + 27.5519s + 0.11.384 

Linear 

Phase 

0.25 0.15 Linear 

Phase s 2 +2.01745 + 1.4637 s 5 + 4.0722s4 + 10.2806s3 + 15.0209s2 + 12.8984s + 4.9523 

Simulations show that the above filters do meet the PSD masks for HDSL-2 as shown in 

Figures 2.5 and 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: HDSL-2 PSD mask and filter transmit PSDs for the downstream direction. 

In addition, they also meet the delay requirements [16]. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the 

delay plots for all the filter types that could possibly be used for upstream and 

downstream transmission. The plot shows that the delay for all the filters remains well 
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within the limit of 500(xs. However, of all the filter types, Chebyshev does not seem to 

be a suitable choice due to variation in delay occurring over the given frequency range. 

Delay responses of Linear Phase and Bessel filters are very constant over the frequency 

range of interest. The variation in delay with frequency is larger for Butterworth and 

Transitional filters. Also, Linear Phase and Transitional filters have ripples in their delay 

responses. 
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Figure 2.7: Filter delay plots for upstream direction. 
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Figure 2.8: Filter delay plots for downstream direction. 



Figures 2.9 and 2.10 shows the phase plots of the filters mentioned above. 

Figure 2.10: Filter phase plots for downstream direction. 
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2.4.3 Final Choice: 

In conclusion, LP Butterworth, and Bessel Filters seem to be the most suitable choice due 

to their favorable characteristics. Linear Phase filters also seem to be interesting. 

However, the first choice for transmit filters would be LP Butterworth filters since they 

have fairly good magnitude and transient response and have already been employed in 

HDSL [9], the predecessor of HDSL-2. Thus, a 3 r d order LP Butterworth filter of gain 

0.37 and cut-off frequency 200kHz, and a 5 r d order LP Butterworth filter of gain 0.15 and 

cut-off frequency 200kHz were chosen for implementation in HDSL-2 (using OPTIS) for 

downstream and upstream directions of data transmission, respectively. 

2.5 DESIGN OF TRANSMIT FILTERS: 

Design of active filters is planned to meet this specific application. The 3dB frequency of 

200 kHz required for the transmit filters is within the achievable frequency range for 

active filters. In comparison to passive filters, active filters are smaller in size since they 

avoid the use of inductors, which usually are large. Furthermore, use of microelectronic 

technology results in smaller sizes. Active filters are less expensive compared to passive 

ladder filters since they do not make use of inductors. Use of inductors incurs heavy 

expenditure since high quality coils require efficient magnetic cores, which are quite 

expensive. In addition, active filters have a distinct advantage over passive filters in 

terms of assemblage. Active filters can be easily assembled using off-the-shelf 

components while L C filters require coil-winding and coil-assembly skills. However, the 

disadvantage that the active filters have is that they consume more power and offer high 

sensitivities as compared to their passive counterparts. In spite of this, analog filters are 

actively synthesized for use in DSLs [9]. Essentially, design of active filters for DSL 

applications is achieved in either of the two ways. The first one pertains to factoring the 

whole transfer function into number of quadratic sections, each of which is then is 

realized using an active circuit. The second method is based on ladder designs in which 
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the reactive elements are replaced by active elements - otherwise known as the leapfrog 

design. 

2.5.1 Design Technique: 

Active filters with leapfrog structures were derived from their L C ladder passive 

prototypes for the above application. The technique chosen to design the required filters 

was based on the CT approach for reasons mentioned in section 1.1. The components 

used for the active realization of the above filters were OTAs and capacitors. Table 2.5 

gives the normalized L C element values for both the 3 r d and 5 t h order filters and a passive 

prototype for the third order filter is shown in Figure 2.11. 

Table 2.5: Normalized L C element values for 3 r d and 5 t h order Butterworth filters. 

Order (n) Rs CI L2 C3 L4 C5 

3 1 1 2 1 - -
5 1 0.6180 1.6180 2 1.6180 0.6180 

Let us take the example of the 3 r d order LP Butterworth filter to illustrate the design 

technique. The L C elements values given in the Table 2.5 are normalized to a 3dB cut

off frequency of 1 rad/s with termination resistors of 1Q each and therefore, both 

magnitude and frequency scaling is required to generate the desired 3dB frequency and 

reasonable element values. Frequency scaling is done in order to obtain the values of the 

L C elements at a desired frequency. In order to do so, the reactive elements are divided 

by the ratio of the desired reference frequency to the existing reference frequency. 

Magnitude scaling is done in order to achieve the values of the L C elements 

corresponding to termination resistors of value other than 1Q. In order to achieve 

magnitude scaling, the original L C element values are multiplied by the desired values of 

the termination resistors. In this case the value of the termination resistors would be the 
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reciprocal of the transconductance value of the OTA being used in the OTA-C structure. 

We will assume that g m is the transconductance used to simulate the termination resistor. 

The new denormalized values are as given in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6: Denormalized L C element values for 3 r d and 5 t h Butterworth filters. 

Order(n) Rs CI L2 C3 L4 C5 

3 1 0.796e-6sw 
1.59e-6 0.796e-6 gm - -

& m 

5 1 0.492e-6gm 
1.288e-6 l-59e-6gm 

1.288e-6 0.492e-6 gm 

Sm Sm 

In arriving at the filter structure, signal flow graphs were used. The circuit equations that 

describe the passive L C ladder were first written down. These equations are expressed in 

both current and voltage parameters and can be converted to either current or voltage 

equations. Then a signal flow graph corresponding to the equations was drawn and at the 

end, the block diagram thus arrived at, was realized using OTAs and capacitors. There 

are two existing techniques of carrying out the signal flow simulation. The first one 

pertains to simulation of the relations of series-arm currents and parallel-arm voltages by 

treating each arm as single-port network. This kind of simulation is block-based. The 

second method involves component-level signal simulations i.e., simulation of relations 

of signals in each individual component. In the following treatment the first method has 

been used. 

The passive prototype for the 3 r d order LP Butterworth filter with series admittances and 

parallel impedances with equal termination resistors is given in Figure 2.11(a): 
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Figure 2.11(a): Passive L C ladder prototype for 3 r d order filter 
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Figure 2.11(b): Modified passive L C ladder prototype with series admittances and 

parallel impedances. 

The equations stating the relationship between the currents in series arms and voltages 

across parallel arms as shown in Figure 2.11(b) are stated below: 

V2=Z2{IX-I,) 

(2.5.1) 

(2.5.2) 

(2.5.3) 

(2.5.4) 

where Y i and Y3 are the admittances in the series arms and Z 2 and Z4 are the impedances 

in the parallel branches. I1J3 and V2,V4 are the currents and voltages related to the 
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components with corresponding subscripts. Elimination of the intermediate variables 

gives the transfer function V0ut/Vin. The signal flow graph shown in Figure 2.12 

represents the equations above. It can be observed that the output of each block is fed 

back to the input of the preceding block. Therefore, any change in one block affects the 

voltages and the currents in the other blocks and results in increased difficulty in tuning. 

However, this helps in maintaining low sensitivity. 

Figure 2.12: Leapfrog block diagram of the 3 r d order L C ladder 

The mixed current and voltage equations given above are further converted into their 

voltage only counterparts. They are then scaled by the transconductance g m and the 

equations take the form 

K=—(vin-v2) 
$ rn 

V2 = gmZ2(V1-V3) 

$ m 

v4 = gmz4v3 

(2.6.1) 

(2.6.2) 

(2.6.3) 

(2.6.4) 
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where Vj=—. V0ut/Vin can be obtained from the above equations by elimination of the 

intermediate variables. The block diagram shown in Figure 2.13 represents the voltage 

only equations. 

V o u , 

Figure 2.13: Voltage-mode leapfrog block diagram of the above ladder. 

It can be seen that each of the equations above are of the form 

Uj=HJ(Uj_i-UJJ (2.7) 

where FL = — for odd j and equal to gmZj for even j. 
m 

The transfer function H 7 can be realized using a dual-output O T A and a grounded 

impedance Z, as shown Figure 2.14. 

u Voj + 

Figure 2.14: Building block for realization of Hj. 
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From the figure above it can be seen that 

oj *oj 6;V ij ij ' 

That is V-jr = gj(V; - V~). Replacing I\ by ^ and jQ by ^ yields, 

v+-v: 
QJ QJ _ 

•J V 

(2.8) 

where gj is the transconductance used to realize Hj. 

Comparing equation (2.8) to we (2.7), we can see that U;. = V* - V'j. The values of the 

grounded impedances can be calculated as follows 

—J = odd 
j 

Zpj = even 

Thus, replacing each of the blocks in the signal flow graph by the OTA-C building block 

we arrive at the filter structure as shown in Figure 2.15. 

i 7a 

Z3' 

Vout+ 

Vout-

Figure 2.15: Voltage-mode leapfrog block diagram of the ladder after replacing Hj. 
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The impedances Z i and Z4 should be realized using OTAs to simulate resistors. Thus, 

we can see that eight OTAs would be required to implement the 3 r d order LP Butterworth 

filter thus arrived at. 

In order to make the topology simpler, cost effective and smaller in area, further 

modifications can be done using one Zj across both the outputs instead of two. More 

insight into the design procedure can be obtained from [1]. The filter structure thus 

arrived at, is shown in Figure 2.16. 

Figure 2.16: Final filter structure for the 3 r d order Butterworth Filter. 

Comparing the two structures - one that is arrived at from Figure 2.15 and the second 

that is shown in Figure 2.16, it can be seen that for the former we would need eight OTAs 

while the latter needs six, thereby reducing the number of OTAs required by two. This 

contributes to a reduction in chip area and thus, lower cost of production. In addition, the 

result is a significant decrease in the size of the capacitance required. 

As mentioned earlier, structures using the Gm-C technique for realization of filters based 

on the leapfrog approach have low sensitivity. The reason for this is use of grounded 

impedances for OTA-C realization in which the output nodes of each OTA is connected 

to a grounded sub network and these sub networks are not connected to any other part of 

the circuit. It can be shown from the equations previously described, that changes in the 

transconductance affect only the component value used in the subnetwork at the output 
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nodes of the OTA. Since the sensitivity of the filter structure to the passive component 

values is usually low, the sensitivity of the filter function to the transconductance is also 

low. Also, the sensitivity of the filter structure to capacitors is low, since each capacitor 

in the OTA-C structure has a corresponding reactive element in the passive prototype and 

the sensitivity to these structures is usually low. 

The above method of filter implementation was based on the voltage-mode approach 

since the mixed current-voltage equations were converted into their voltage only 

counterparts. The other approach is the current-mode approach. The current-mode 

approach is superior to the voltage-mode approach in terms of larger bandwidth, speed, 

larger dynamic range and simplicity of structure. In the present application the authors 

opted for voltage-mode approach since the bandwidth requirements were not that high 

and the dynamic range achieved was appreciably good. Also, use of current-mode 

technique would have resulted in an increase in the number of OTAs used for testing 

purposes since, the input as well as the output, would have to be a voltage signal. Thus, 

in order to have the input and the output both as voltage signals, two extra OTAs would 

have to be added to the filter structure achieved using current-mode techniques[l]; one to 

convert the applied input voltage to current being fed into the circuit arrived at and the 

other to convert the output current from the filter structure to a voltage. This would 

increase the area of the chip thereby, resulting in increase of cost of implementation. 

Hence, the authors adopted the voltage-mode technique of filter design. 

The values of the components for the third order LP Butterworth filter are as given in 

Table 2.7. 

Table 2.7: Capacitors used in the realization of the 3 r d order filter. 

Order (n) R l c r C2' C3 ' R2 

3 1 C l C3 1 

& m 2 2 2 S m 
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The above filter was designed to have a gain of 0.5. However, the required gain for the 

3 r d order LP Butterworth filter is 0.37. This can either be achieved by using a suitable 

gain stage in cascade with the filter of gain 0.5 or by using termination resistors of proper 

ratios. In this case the realization is achieved using the latter method, it would mean that 

the transconductances required to simulate the termination resistors would be of different 

values. The DC gain of the filter in terms of the termination resistors R\ and R.2 would be 

" ( 0 ) = i ^ ( 2 - 9 > 

Different values of termination can be achieved by using different values of 

transconductances. This can in turn be achieved by tuning the transconductance to have a 

specific value. The 3 r d order LP Butterworth filter as designed above meets the 

downstream OPTIS PSD mask. The upstream PSD mask is met by a 5 t h order LP 

Butterworth filter of gain 0.5 and a cut-off frequency of 200kHz. The final filter 

structure is arrived at for use in the upstream transmission is as given in Figure 2.17 and 

the capacitors used are given in Table 2.8. 

Figure 2.17: Filter structure of the 5 order filter. 
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Table 2.8: Capacitors used in the realization of the 5 order filter. 

Order (n) R l C I ' C2' C3 ' C4' C5 ' R2 

5 1 CI C3 C5 1 

Sm 2 2 2 2 2 

2.6 SUMMARY: 

This chapter started with a short discussion on the development of DSLs with the 

increase in the demand for high data-rate services. The requirements for designing an 

analog spectral shaping filter that would conform to the PSD requirements for HDSL-2 

are presented. Further, the design procedure for the above filter using the G m - C 

technique was described. Thus, this chapter made an attempt to introduce the reader to 

the basic research objective of this project. 
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Chapter 3 

DESIGN OF OTAs: PART-I 

3.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE OTA DESIGN: 

The OTA is a basic building block used in designing analog circuits with G m -C approach. 

It is an amplifier with voltage as the input and current as the output, that is a voltage to 

current converter. Ideally, the input and output nodes are high impedance nodes in an 

OTA. Changing the external dc bias voltage or current is often used to control the value 

of transconductance. Implementation of OTAs has been reported in CMOS, BiCMOS 

and GaAs technologies. Typically the values of transconductance and bandwidth of 

CMOS OTAs range from tens to hundreds of uS and 50 MHz to several hundred MHz, 

respectively. OTAs can either be single output, dual output or multiple outputs. A single 

output OTA is shown in Figure 3.1. 

V i 

Io 
-» 

Figure 3.1: Single output OTA. 

The equation below defines the operation of a single output OTA. 

(3.1) 
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The following is the symbol for the dual output OTA (Figure 3.2) whose operation is 

represented by the following equation: 

It can be seen that in a dual-output OTA the resultant output current is the difference of 

its two component output currents. Thus, the harmonics contained in each of the 

individual currents get subtracted in the final output current thereby lowering distortion 

due to harmonics. Therefore, the dual output OTA has lower harmonic distortion that its 

single-ended counterpart and is more preferred in the design of low voltage circuits. In 

the sections that follow, we examine the design challenges associated with OTAs 

including non-linearities and their effects and linearization techniques. Two design 

labeled as OTA-1 and OTA-2 are presented. 

3.1.1 Design Challenges: 

The operation of an OTA is limited by the amplitude and frequency of input signals. 

Reduction in the supply voltage and presence of OTA non-linearities limit the amplitude 

range of the input voltage that would ensure keeping the distortion of the output current 

below a certain value. This range of input voltage is known as the dynamic range and the 

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is a measure of the dynamic range (DR). Thus, a 

major challenge in the design of low voltage OTAs with continual decrease in the supply 

(3.2) 

Figure 3.2: Dual output OTA. 
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voltage is the enhancement of DR while increasing the bandwidth of operation. 

Reduction in the power consumption is another challenge that needs to be addressed for 

low voltage, low power applications. Reduction of effects of harmonic distortion 

components requires the origin of these harmonic distortions to be addressed. 

3.1.2 OTA Non-linearities and their effects: 

The transconductance g m of an OTA is a function of the OTA operating point, input 

voltage, output current, temperature and process parameters. The capacitor, C associated 

with the OTA is most circuit designs and the transconductance, g m are both frequency 

and voltage dependent. Thus, the output current of an OTA is in turn dependent on the 

factors mentioned above. Therefore, the output current expanded in terms of Taylor 

series has a dc component, a fundamental and other higher order harmonics. In case of 

dc or very low frequency applications, the effect of the dc component may be quite 

significant in comparison to the fundamental. At higher frequencies, the second and third 

order non-linearities cause significant distortion. A reduction in distortion can be 

achieved by the use of various linearization techniques - one of which is the use of a dual 

output OTA. 

3.1.3 Linearization Techniques: 

A number of techniques, that have been in the literature [7], help in increasing the 

linearity of OTAs. It is desirable that the linearization techniques have low sensitivity to 

transistor mismatches. Some of these techniques are discussed below. 

A differential-pair is often used in design of transconductors. The sum of the two output 

currents of a differential pair is forced to be equal to the bias current. Each bias current is 

opposite in polarity to the other. It can be shown that expanded Taylor series version of 
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each of them contains a positive second order harmonic distortion, which gets cancelled 

out in the differential output current, thereby reducing the THD. 

Reduction of odd-order harmonics requires other techniques. Use of source degeneration 

resistors is one of them. Figure 3.3 depicts the use of source degeneration resistors. 

V2 

Figure 3.3: Source degeneration resistors used in OTAs. 

This technique has low sensitivity to transistor mismatches. In addition, other advantages 

held by it are exhibition of excess phase lag in the phase response and the generation of a 

zero that compensates excess lag phase manifested by OTA parasitic poles. Linearity can 

be improved by increasing R in these source degenerated topologies. However, this 

approach requires use of large passive resistors, which in turn increases silicon area and 

parasitic capacitors and further contribute to increase in power consumption since larger 

resistors need to be driven by larger transconductances. In addition, source degenerated 

topologies exhibit lack of tunability. This is so due to the fact that as the size of the 

resistor increases a stage is reached when the transconductor cannot be tuned anymore. 

This has promoted the development of many CMOS realizations of tunable source 

generated topologies [17-21]. Some other techniques have been reported in the literature 

[5,7, 22-24]. 
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3.2 OTA-1: 

OTA-1 consists of a differential version of the single-ended OTA reported in [10] having 

a negative resistance load (NRL) tied across the outputs. It is a CMOS realization meant 

for low voltage/low power applications. The basic principle applied for L V realization is 

to reduce the number of transistors used between the supply rails. The transconductor 

stage makes use of cross-coupled configuration. A common-mode feedback (CMFB) 

circuit is used across the two output nodes in order to maintain the common-mode 

voltage level at a specified level, which is usually at mid rail. This increases the 

complexity of the design. Figure 3.4 shows the OTA designed. 

Figure 3.4: Circuit diagram for OTA-1. 

3.2.1 Transconductance Stage: 

The transconductance stage of OTA-1 is based on the use of cross-coupled differential 

pairs. Proper scaling of the aspect ratios and the bias currents in the cross coupled 

differential pairs enables cancellation of odd order linearities to a good extent thereby, 
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enhancing the linearity of the transconductor. Transistors M1-M4 form the cross coupled 

differential pair. 

Transistors M5-M8 shown in Figure 3.4 form the input stage. The differential input 

voltage is applied at the gates of M 5 and M g . The input stage also provides the bias 

voltage for the transistors making up cross-coupled differential pairs that forms the main 

transconductance stage. The output current of each of the cross-coupled differential pairs 

is mirrored using simple current mirrors. At each output nodes the two currents are 

subtracted to give each output current. The summation of these two differential 

components gives the net output current. 

Operation of the circuit can be described by the following equations. 

/i = * » x ( V x - V m ) 2 (3.3a) 

h = K*{Vy-Vln)2 (3.3b) 

/ 3 = ^ x ( y 1 - v ; ) 2 (3.3c) 

h = Kx(V2-Vtn)2 (3.3d) 

Vl = Vb + Vx (3.3e) 

V2 = Vb + Vy (3.3f) 

C=(- t ; )=( / 2 +/3)-( / 1 +/4) (3.3g) 

It has been assumed here that the threshold voltages of the transistors M1-M4 are the 

u x C 

same. V x and V y are the drain voltages of M i and M3 and kn - —— °x . Solving these 

equations, the result arrived at is as given below: 

(3.4) 
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where n„ represents the mobility of electrons, Cox the oxide capacitance, 

Vd = V i - V2 is the differential input voltage and Vb is the control voltage. Transistors 

M n - M22 make up the output stage. 

The net output current, I 0 is then given by 

3.2.2 Negative Resistance Load (NRL): 

A negative resistance is represented by the voltage-current relationship V = - RNI, where 

RN > 0. Its physical meaning can be explained by the concept that it absorbs negative 

power and thus acts as an energy source. A N R L has been used with the above 

transconductor to increase the output resistance. The principle as to how it adds to the 

output resistance of the OTA is shown in Figure 3.5. 

(3.5) 

Thus, transconductance g m is given by 

(3.6) 

Vom+ 
•o 

-o 

Figure 3.5: Negative resistance Load. 

Consider that the output resistance of the OTA is Ro. If a negative resistance of 

magnitude R N is connected in parallel to it, then the net output resistance is given by 



R resul tan / 
R„ — RM 
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(3.7) 

If RN < Ro, then RreSuitant is larger than \RN\ and R,. The negative resistance circuit used in 

this particular implementation makes use of a cross-coupled pair and is shown in Figure 

3.6. 

Voutt 

Mr2 

Vout 
—o 

M r l 

Ibie 

Figure 3.6: N R L used in OTA-1. 

This method of creating a negative resistor borrows the basic concept from a negative-Gm 

oscillator [25]. The net resistance across terminals X and Y is equal to -2/g m . It has to 

be noted that the negative resistance used in parallel with the differential outputs of the 

OTA should not be exactly equal to the latter since that would make the net resistance 

equal to infinity thereby leading to oscillation. Therefore, it has to be kept in mind when 

designing a negative resistance (using the above-mentioned topology) for a particular 

differential OTA that its output resistance should be greater than 2/gm. 

3.2.3 Common-Mode Feedback Circuit (CMFB): 

As mentioned earlier the main aim of CMFB circuits is to provide feedback to hold the 

common-mode voltage of nodes operating fully differentially at a certain specified value. 

The principle of operation of a CMFB circuit is as stated. A common-mode detector 

detects the output common-mode level. The common choices for common-mode 

detectors are a differential pair or a degenerated differential pair. Of these, the 
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degenerated differential pair is found to be more linear for the same bias currents. It is 

then compared to the desired common-mode reference voltage at the inputs of a high gain 

amplifier. The error is then fed back to the OTA and is used to control the common-

mode level at the output nodes. 

The CMFB circuit used for maintaining the common-mode voltage at the specified level 

was adopted from [26]. In this particular case, a series combination of two resistors has 

been used as the common-mode detector. Figure 3.7 depicts the CMFB circuit used. 

Two transmission gates have replaced the two resistors. M23 - M26 make up the 

transmission gates. Nodes X and Y are connected to the output terminals of the OTA. 

Node Z provides the detected common-mode voltage, which is then compared at the 

differential amplifier stage, formed by transistors M27 - M31, with the common-mode 

reference voltage. It produces a voltage Vfb that is fed back into the OTA circuit thereby, 

completing the feedback path to the OTA. 

v d d 

M31 M30 

M24 

x M26 M23 

M23 
y 

a Vctrl 

M28 M29 
Vcm 

-O 

11 Vbis 
MzTjf -o 

Figure 3.7: CMFB circuit used in OTA-1. 

3.3 CIRCUIT SIMULATION AND RESULTS FOR OTA-1: 

The above circuit was simulated in a 0.35um CMOS process using Cadence with 

HSPICE. The circuit was designed to operate at a supply voltage of 3.3V. Before 

proceeding to the simulations, the value of the control voltage Vb was set at 0.8V. It was 

shown in [24] that the range of the control voltage for which the transonductor was linear 

is 0.6V to IV. Hence, a value midway in the range was chosen for Vb. The common-
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mode voltage was also chosen. The value of the common-mode voltage for both the 

input and the output stage had to be the same since it would be used in a feedback 

configuration. The output nodes are usually kept at mid-supply, which would be 1.65V 

in this case. However, the constraint on the input stage required that the common-mode 

level should be larger than 2V t n or 1.14V as can be observed from the circuit diagram for 

OTA-1 in Figure 3.7. Therefore, the possible range for input voltage swing should be 

1.14V to 3V. Thus, the most suitable input common-mode voltage should be 2.07V. 

Hence, a specific value of the common-mode level had to be found such that both input 

and output stage work best at this value. It was found that the most suitable common-

mode voltage would be 1.7V for the given configuration. The aspect ratios of all the 

transistors are as given in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Aspect ratios of the transistors in OTA-1. 

Transistor W7L ratio 
M 1 - M 4 50/2 

M5, Mg, M13, and M M 5/2 
Mi6, M2o, M11, andMn 38/10 

M6, and M7 100/10 
M9, M10, M15, and M19 100/10 

M n , and M21 16/2.25 
Mis, and M22 64/2.25 

3.3.1 Characterization: 

In order to characterize the circuit DC Sweep, A C Sweep and Transient analysis were 

performed for OTA-1. 

3.3.1(a) DC Sweep: 

Two DC sweeps were conducted. The first DC sweep varied V b and plotted the output 

currents. Figure 3.8 shows the plot of I 0 versus Vb. It can be seen that the slopes of both 
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the plots of output current versus Vb are quite identical, thereby implying that the gm's at 

both the output nodes are equal. 

Output currents versus Vb [5 
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Figure 3.8: Output currents versus Vb plot for the schematic. 

The second simulation pertained to sweeping the differential input voltage over a range 

of ±0.3V for a fixed Vb of 0.8V and plotting the output currents. Figure 3.9 illustrates the 

result of the above-mentioned simulation of the schematic. 

Output currents versus Vd • 

-300m -100m 100m 300m 
Differential Input Voltage, Vd (Volts) 

Figure 3.9:10 versus Vd for the schematic. 
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Figure 3.10 and 3.11 show the I 0 versus Vb and I 0 versus V<j plots from the corresponding 

layout. 
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Figure 3.10:10 versus Vb plot for OTA-1 layout. 
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Figure 3.11:10 versus Vd for OTA-1 layout. 
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3.3.2(b) AC Sweep: 

In conducting an A C Sweep, the differential input voltage of magnitude IV was used. 

The current bandwidths from the schematic were found to be 7.288MHz and 7.944 MHz 

for I 0

+ and I0", respectively. The values of bandwidth for the two output currents obtained 

from layout were 7.63 MHz and 7.7639 MHz, respectively. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 give 

the frequency responses of the OTA from schematic and layout, respectively. 

Figure 3.12: A C response of OTA-1 (schematic). 

Figure 3.13: A C response of OTA-1 (layout). 
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3.3.1(c) Transient Analysis: 

The transient analysis was conducted to check the stability of the circuit and also to find 

out the amount of distortion produced by the circuit. It was found that for a differential 

input of magnitude lOOmV at a frequency of 1MHz, the distortion produced by the circuit 

was found to be 1.204%. The maximum differential voltage that can be fed at the input 

was found to be ±0.25V. Figure 3.14 shows the transient response of the OTA (from 

schematic) with the specified input and Figure 3.15 displays the transient response plot of 

OTA-1 obtained from the layout. 

Transient Response 3 

50u * ' 

- 7 0 u 

-90u 
0.0 1.0u 2.0u 3.0u 4.0u &.0u 

Time(sec) 

Figure 3.14: Transient response of OTA-1 (schematic). 
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Figure 3.15: Transient response of OTA-1 (layout). 

3.4 THE LAYOUT OF OTA-1: 

The above OTA was implemented in TSMC's 0.35u.m CMOS process. In order to 

ensure good circuit performance in silicon, it is important to minimize the effect of oxide 

gradients and other process variations. Device matching is thus important. The use of 

common-centroid layout or interdigitaion techniques contributes to a reduction in 

mismatches caused by process gradients. 

In laying out OTA-1 interdigitation was used only in certain transistors. There were four 

large transistors of aspect ratio 100/10 in the output stages of the OTA. Although they 

needed to be matched closely, neither common-centroid nor interdigitation was used 

since, each of the large transistors comprised of ten smaller counterparts each of aspect 

ratio 10/10. Use of the above techniques would have resulted in increased complexities 
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in layout and might have made it cumbersome. Therefore, instead of using the above 

matching techniques, each large transistor was made up of its smaller counterparts and all 

of them were placed as close to each other as possible so as to minimize the effect of 

process gradients. In cases where two transistors needed to be matched, interdigitation 

was used in order to ensure matching. 

Final layout of OTA-1 is shown in Figure 3.16. The dimension occupied by it is 

0.4951mm by 0.2096mm, which equals to an area of 0.103773mm2. 

Figure 3.16: OTA-1 Layout. 

3.5 OTA-2: 

OTA-2 is a modification of OTA-1. It does not use the NRL that was previously used. 

Instead of using the NRL to enhance the output resistance of the OTA, the output stage 

was modified to include a Wilson mirror. Furthermore, the CMFB circuit used in this 
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case was different from the one before. Figure 3.17 shows the OTA designed together 

without the CMFB. 

Figure 3.17: Circuit diagram for OTA-2. 

3.5.1 Transconductor stage: 

The transconductor stage used is the same as in case of OTA-1 except that the aspect 

ratios of some transistors have been altered. Since it has already been described in 

section 3.2.1, it will not be repeated here again. 

3.5.2 CMFB Circuit: 

The CMFB circuit used in this case makes use of a simple differential pair for a common-

mode detector (see Figure 3.18). This is a modified version of the CMFB circuit 

presented in [27]. 
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Figure 3.18: CMFB circuit for OTA-2. 

M c l and Mc2 form the common-mode detector. The gates of these transistors are 

connected to the outputs of the transconductor. Mc3, Mc4, M c l 1, and Mcl2 form the 

servo amplifier, which compares the detected common-mode level of the OTA output 

and a level shifted value of the desired common-mode voltage. The common-mode 

reference voltage is level-shifted by Mc5. This is done so that the voltage is compatible 

with the levels that the detector generates. Resistive bias chains generate the required 

bias voltages. A l l transistors except Mcsl and Mcs2 operate in saturation. The DC gain 

of the servo amplifier is required to be high, which means that the bandwidth is going to 

be low. This can cause instability in the common-mode loop at high frequencies. 

However, since the OTA is being designed for low frequency application (since OPTIS 

needs a filter with f3dB=200kHz) it is not a concern for this particular application. In case 

of high frequency applications significant phase shift needs to be introduced in order to 

provide stability. This is done by using a "cross network" formed by a resistor R and a 

capacitor C c . 

At high frequencies, the cross network helps in removing the amplifier from the feedback 

loop. However, it poses some other problems. It is desired that the detector have as high 
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linearity as possible. This would result in high output impedance for the detector, which 

contributes to excess delay due to the time taken to charge the capacitor at the node VCmfb 

and possible instability. Increasing the sizes of the transistors that form the common-

mode detector, while maintaining their current density can solve this. However, the 

CMFB circuit used in OTA-2 did not use the cross network. 

3.6 CIRCUIT SIMULATION AND RESULTS FOR OTA-2: 

OTA-2 was also simulated in 0.35um CMOS process using Cadence with HSPICE. The 

circuit was designed to operate at a supply voltage of 3.3V. The common-mode voltage 

was set at 2.05V. It was explained earlier in section 3.3 that the input stage performs 

better at a higher common-mode level than the output stage. So, raising the common-

mode level seemed to be a possible choice in enhancing performance. Simulations 

showed that a common-mode level of 2.05V was desirable. The aspect ratios of all the 

transistors are as given in Table 3.2 below. 

Table 3.2: Aspect ratios of transistors in OTA-2. 

Transistor W/L ratio 
M 1 - M 4 50/10 

M5, Ms, M13, and M14 4.5/4 
M6, and M7 63/1 

M 9 , M10, M n , andM] 2 75/1 
M15 - M2o, and M 2 i - M22 26/1 

3.6.1 Characterization: 

In order to characterize the circuit DC Sweep, A C Sweep and Transient analysis were 

also performed for OTA-2. 
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3.6.1(a) DC Sweep: 

Two DC sweeps were again conducted. The first one was to sweep Vb and plot the 

output currents. The derivatives of these currents gave the plot of g m versus Vb. Figure 

3.19 shows the plot of g m versus Vb for the schematic of OTA-2. Both the gm 's are quite 

identical. Figure 3.20 shows the g m versus Vb plot for layout of OTA-2. 

Output currents and corresponding gms versus Vb 0 

o : lo- ~: Io+ 

600m 700m 800m 900m 1.0 
Control Voltage, Vb (volts) 

Figure 3.19:10 and g m versus V b plot for OTA-2 (schematic). 

Output currents and gms versus Vb 
v: gm for lo- -: lo— 

2 0 u a : gm for Io+ i: Io+ 
—A— 

40u 

0.0 

-40u 

-80 i 
600m 700m 800m 900m 

Control Voltage, Vb (Volts) 
1.0 

Figure 3.20:10 versus V b plot for OTA-2 (layout). 
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The second simulation pertained to sweeping the differential input voltage over a range 

of ±1V and plotting the output currents. The derivative of these currents with respect to 

the differential input voltage (Vd) gives the value of g m , which is seen to be constant over 

the range of -0.7V to 0.7V, thereby showing that the OTA is linear over a wide range of 

input voltage. Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show the results of the above-mentioned simulation 

for the schematic and the layout respectively. 

Figure 3.21:10 and g m versus Vd for OTA-2 (schematic). 

Figure 3.22:10 and g m versus Vd for OTA-2 layout. 
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3.6.1(b) A C Sweep and Frequency Response: 

In conducting an A C Sweep, a differential input voltage of magnitude IV. The useful 

limit of operation was found to be 6.30957MHz and 6.16595 MHz for I 0

+ and I 0 \ 

respectively. The transconductance was found to be -83.6477 dB for both the outputs. 

The bandwidth and gm 's obtained from the simulation of both the schematic and the 

layout were found to be identical. Figures 3.23 and 3.24 give the frequency response of 

OTA-2 from schematic and layout respectively. 

83.4B " : lo+(dB) 

AC Response 

-83 .4a *'• lo-(dB) 

59.0U 

6B.0U ' ' [ o + 

65.0U 

62.0U 

59.0U 
1 1BK 100K 

frequency 
IBM 

Figure 3.23: AC Response of OTA-2 (schematic). 
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Figure 3.24: AC Response of OTA-2 (layout). 

3.6.1(c) Transient Analysis: 

Transient Analysis was performed to check the stability of the circuit and also to find out 

the amount of distortion produced by the circuit. It was found that for a differential input 

of magnitude lOOmV at a frequency of 1MHz, the distortion produced by the circuit was 

found to be 0.4589%. The maximum differential voltage that can be fed at the input was 

found to be ±0.7V. Figures 3.25 and 3.26 show the transient response for the OTA-2 

with the specified input with schematic and layout respectively. 



Transient Response 

20u A : (IO + ) - ( I O - ) 
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Figure 3.25: Transient Response of OTA-2 (schematic). 

Transient Response 

Time(sec) 

Figure 3.26: Transient Response of OTA-2 (layout). 
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3.7 OTA-2 LAYOUT: 

OTA-2 was also implemented in 0.35p.m TSMC's CMOS process. Layout of the 

transconductor was the same as in the previous case. However, the common-mode 

circuit was totally different. Interdigitation was used in this case too in order to achieve 

adequate matching of transistors. The layout covered an area of 0.06451mm2 with 

dimensions 0.3631mm by 0.17765mm. Figure 3.27 shows the layout of OTA-2. 

Figure 3.27: Layout of OTA-2. 

3.8 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF OTA-1 AND OTA-2: 

OTA-2 seemed to perform better than its previous counterpart in terms of dynamic range, 

linearity and power consumption. This is due to the choice of bias currents of the two 

detectors and also the gate overdrive voltages. Linearity for both the circuits increase 
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with an increase in gate overdrive voltage and it is seen that the gate voltages of the 

transistors in the common-mode detector is higher for OTA-2 than OTA-1. Thus, OTA-2 

gives better results than OTA-1. Table 3.3 below gives the relative performance of the 

two OTAs. 

Table 3.3: Performance comparison of OTA-1 and OTA-2. 

OTAs Bandwidth 

(MHz) 

Maximum Input 

Voltage (Volts) 

Gain 

(dB) 

THD for lOOmV 

Input signal at 

lMHz( in%) 

Power 

Consumption 

(mWatt) 

OTA-1 7.3 ±0.3 -73 1.204 9.348 

OTA-2 6.2 ±0.7 -83.78 0.4589 5.7189 

3.9 S U M M A R Y : 

The differential-output version of the OTA mentioned in [24] was explored. In addition, 

a couple of topologies for CMFB circuit were explored to check their suitability for in 

use with the given OTA operating at low voltages. A technique to increase the output 

resistance, namely the use of NRL, was also ventured into. Simulations were run to 

check the performance of the circuits thus arrived at. It was seen that the second OTA 

had better results than the first. The reason for this is that performance of an OTA is 

defined by the performance of the CMFB circuit too and the CMFB circuit used in OTA-

2 was observed to perform better than the one used with OTA-1 due to the reasons 

mentioned in section 3.8. Simulation results show that OTA-2 performs better than 

OTA-1 in terms of linearity, dynamic range and power consumption. 
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Chapter 4 

DESIGN OF OTAs -PART II 

Scaling down of technology has led to a rapid growth in the development of new design 

techniques, as well as the implementation of two new design techniques to achieve high 

linearity and dynamic range of OTAs. A n effort in this direction resulted in the two 

OTAs presented in [28]. They are discussed in detail in the following sections. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: 

It has been shown that to ensure wide dynamic range in an OTA in addition to having 

high linearity and large bandwidth, is a major challenge in OTA designs [7]. New design 

techniques have been devised in order to lower THD while maintaining large dynamic 

range and bandwidth [18,19, 29, 30]. In this chapter, two new techniques were proposed 

towards designing transconductors so as to achieve better performance. From henceforth 

we label the designs as OTA-3 and OTA-4 respectively. Both OTA-3 and OTA-4 were 

designed to operate of a 3V supply. OTA-3 makes use of Widlar current mirrors to 

convey the current from the input stage to the output stage. A control voltage Vb can 

control the transistors in the Widlar current mirror that act as degenerate resistors, 

thereby, making the transconductor tunable. However, the range of tunability attained is 

narrow. Both single-ended and differential versions of this OTA were studied. For 

OTA-4 only the single-ended version was studied. 
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4.2 OTA-3: 

This section deals with the basic principle in the design of OTA-3 (both the single-ended 

and differential versions). 

4.2.1 Basic Idea 

A widely used approach in design of low voltage circuits is to reduce the number of 

transistors between the supply voltage and ground. This approach led to the design of an 

OTA topology, which is not only very simple in design but also works at really low 

voltages. This topology is depicted in Figure 4.1 below. 

VDD VDD 

Io 
o •C M2 M l -o 

M3 M4 

Figure 4.1: Basic transconductor structure. 

The output current is given by 

in 
(4.1) 

where gml and gm2 are determined by the aspect ratios of transistors M , and M 2 . 

Although, it possesses good frequency response, the above OTA topology carries the 

disadvantage of lack of tunability, limited linearity and mediocre output impedance. This 
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inspired the design of a tunable version of the above OTA. Figure 4.2 presents the 

modified version. 

Vdd Vdd Vdd Vdd 

Figure 4.2: Modified tunable version of the transconductor. 

This circuit makes use of two Widlar current mirrors to achieve tunability. Transistors 

M3-M5 and M6-Mg constitute the two Widlar mirrors. Inclusion of these mirrors results 

in the introduction of non-linear terms in the output current, which reduces linearity. M5 
and Mg stand for the degenerate resistors of the Widlar current mirrors, which can be 

varied in order to control the output impedance of the mirrors. Control of this impedance 

is achieved by varying the gate voltages of M5 and Ms (Vb), which adds the tunability 

feature. The values of the resistances of M5 and Mg are very critical in limiting THD 

while achieving appreciably good dynamic range. 

4.2.2 Transconductor: 

OTA-3 topology is based on the idea presented in Figure 4.2. The circuit can be divided 

into two sections namely, the transconductance stage and the output stage. In the case of 
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the differential version there is a third section used for maintaining the output common-

mode level at a specified value. This is the C M F B circuit. 

(a) Transconductance stage: 

The single-ended version OTA-3 is shown in Fig 4.3. It works with a supply voltage of 

3 V . The differential input voltage is fed to a pair of NMOS M2, M14 and a pair of PMOS 

Mo, M13. The current through the NMOS, M14 and the PMOS, Mo are replicated using 

simple current-mirrors and then fed into a Widlar current-mirror whose output impedance 

can be varied by the control voltage Vb. The same is done for the other half of the circuit. 

The transconductance stage is the same for the differential version of the OTA too. 

However, the difference between the single-ended and differential versions lies basically 

in the output stage. 

Figure 4.3: Single output version of OTA-3. 

(b) Output Stage: 

In the case of the single-ended version of OTA-3, the current from the two Widlar current 

mirrors are replicated through simple current mirrors formed by the transistors M i , M15 -
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M23 and subtracted at the output stage. However, in the differential version the output 

current from the Widlar current mirror is conveyed to the output differently. The current 

from each of the two Widlar current mirrors M 5 - M 7 and Mg - Mio is then subtracted 

from the current provided by biasing current sources M19 and M20, thereby, resulting in 

two currents namely I ci and I c 2 (say). Each of the two resultant currents is then divided in 

almost equal halves at the output stage. One half of each of these resultant currents is 

then mirrored through a modified Wilson mirror. At one of the outputs the mirrored 

version of one half of I c i is subtracted from the half of IC2, which is not mirrored. At the 

other output the two remaining halves are subtracted. The subtraction is done such that 

one output current is the negative of the other thereby, resulting in a fully differential 

version. Figure 4.4 shows the differential version of OTA-3. 

Figure 4.4: Differential output version of OTA-3. 

The transconductance for OTA-3 is a non-linear function of the control voltage Vb. 

Equations (4.2)-(4.8) describe the operation of the single-ended version of OTA-3. In 

case of the differential-output version each output current will be of magnitude equal to I 0 

but opposite in polarity and the net output current is given by the difference of the two. 
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In equations (4.2)-(4.5) Ii is the current through Mo, I2 through M 2 ,13 through M ! 4 and I 4 

is the current through M13. 

h=K<y*-vx-vJ (4.2) 

I^aAW-VJ2 (4.3) 

h=(*A(V2-VJ2 (4.4) 

h=K(V2-Vy-VJ2 (4.5) 

V R * M ^ L = O (4.6) 
1 + ^]cc2 1 + ^ja2 

(4.7) 

/ . - ( / , + / 2 ) - ( / 3 + / 4 ) (4.8) 

cci and a 2 are scaling factors. OC] represents the ratio of the W/L ratio of M 2 (or M14) to 

Mo (or M13), while a 2 is the ratio of the W/L ratio of Mo (or M13) to Mi6 (or M17). The 

values of oci and a 2 used were 1.667 and 3, respectively. kn is defined in section 3.2.1 

and Vx and Vy are the drain to source voltages of Mi6 and M17, respectively. Equations 

(4.2) through (4.8) can be solved using Maple to arrive at a solution for these equations. 

However, since the solution is too complicated it will not be mentioned here. It can be 

stated simply that 

g m = M ) (4.9) 

where f(Vb) is a non-linear function of Vb. 

The C M F B circuit used was the same as in case of OTA-2. Since it has already been 

explained in section 3.5.2 repetition is avoided. 
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4.3 CIRCUIT SIMULATION AND RESULTS FOR OTA-3: 

The circuit was designed to operate at a common-mode voltage of 1.6V. A major 

challenge encountered in designing the differential version of the O T A was to keep all 

the transistors in the output stage in saturation in addition to maintaining the performance 

depicted by the single-ended version. 

The aspect ratios of all the transistors used in both the single-ended and differential 

versions are given in Table 4.1 and 4.2. Minor changes in the aspect ratios of some 

transistors were required with the change in output stage of the O T A when converting it 

into a differential output version from a single-ended version. 

Table 4.1: Aspect ratios of the transistors of the single-ended version of OTA-3. 

Transistor W/L ratio 
M 0 and M B 24/1 
M2 and M14 40/1 

M3, M4, M11, and M12 120/1 
M 5 , M6, M9, M10, M24, and M25 150/1 

M19, M 2o, M 2 i , and M22 100/1 
M ) 5 , Mi6, M ] 7 , and M j 8 8/1 

M26, and M27 30/1 

Table 4.2: Aspect ratios of the transistors of the differential output version of OTA-3. 

Transistor W/L ratio 
M 0 and M o 15/1 
M2 and M H 12/1 

M3, M4, M n , and M12 120/1 
M5, M6, M9, and M10 225/1 

M15, Mi6, M n , andMig 10/1 
Mi9, and M20 63/1 

M21, M22.M23, and M24 75/1 
M25 to M 3 2 48/1 
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4.3.1 Characterization: 

The simulations run in order to characterize the behavior of the OTA are as described 

below. 

4.3.1(a) DC Sweep: 

The control voltage Vb was swept over a range of 0.6V to 1.0V at a given Vd of lOOmVpp 

and the output currents were plotted. g m versus Vb plot was also obtained. Figure 4.5 

below shows the plots of I 0 and g m versus Vb for the single-ended version. Figures 4.6 

and 4.7 show the plots of I 0 and g m versus Vb for the schematic and layout of the 

differential version. It can be seen that g m is a non-linear function of Vb. 

O u t p u t c u r r e n t a n d g m v e r s u s V b 

6 0 0 u ,. 

= : g m 

i : I o ( A m p ) 

4 0 0 u i 

0 . 0 0 l 

2 0 0 u 1 

- 2 0 0 u L 

6 0 0 m 9 0 0 m 1.2 

C o n t r o l V o l t a g e , V b ( V o l t s ) 

1.5 

Figure 4.5: gmand I 0 versus Vb plot for single-ended version of OTA-3 (schematic). 



Output currents and corresponding gm's versus Vb 
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Figure 4.6: g m and I 0 versus Vb plot for differential version of OTA-3 (schematic). 

* : gm corresponding to l o -
• : to-

Output currents ond corresponding gms versus Vb 
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800m 
DControl Votoge. Vb (Volts) 

Figure 4.7: g m and I 0 versus V b plot for differential version of OTA-3 (layout). 
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The second simulation pertained to sweeping the differential input voltage over a range 

of + 1.5 V and plotting the output currents. The derivative of these currents with respect 

to the differential input voltage (Vd) gives the value of g m , over the range of Vd, thereby 

showing that the OTA is linear over a wide range of input voltage. Note Vb was fixed at 

0.75V. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 hold the results of the above-mentioned simulation for the 

single ended and differential versions respectively from the schematic. The result from 

the simulation of the layout of differential version of OTA-3 is shown in Figure 4.10. 

These results show that g m is constant over a range of ±1.2V, which is surely wider than 

that seen in case of OTA-1 and OTA-2. 

800u 

200u 

-400u 

-1.0m 
-3.0 -1.0 1.0 3.0 

Differential-input voltage, Vd (volts) 

Figure 4.8: g m and I 0 versus Vd plot for single-ended version of OTA-3 (schematic). 
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Output currents and corresponding gms versus Vd • 
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Figure 4.9: g m and I 0 versus Vd plot for differential version of OTA-3 (schematic). 
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Figure 4.10: g m and I 0 versus Vd plot for differential version of OTA-3 (layout). 
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4.3.1(b) A C Sweep and Frequency Response: 

In conducting an A C Sweep, the differential input voltage of magnitude IV was used. 

Simulations were run for both the single-ended and differential versions. The current 

bandwidth was found to be 479.1MHz and the transconductance was -66.5943dB for the 

single-ended version while it was 213.1MHz and -77.0506dB, respectively for the 

differential version. It is seen that the use of the new technique yielded in a very high 

bandwidth OTA. Figure 4.11 and 4.12 give the frequency responses of both the versions 

of the O T A from schematic. Figure 4.13 shows the result from A C sweep of the 

differential version from layout. 
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Figure 4.11: A C response for single-ended version of OTA-3 (schematic). 
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Figure 4.12: A C response for differential version of OTA-3 (schematic). 
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Figure 4.13: A C response for differential version of OTA-3 (layout). 
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4.3.1(c) Transient Analysis: 

It was found from the transient analysis that with a differential input of magnitude 

lOOmV at a frequency of 1MHz, the distortion produced by the single-ended version was 

0.06277% while it was 0.05781% for the differential version of the OTA. The maximum 

differential voltage that can be fed at the input of both the OTAs was found to be +1.2V. 

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the transient response of the OTA (both single-ended and 

differential versions) with the specified input obtained from the schematic. However, 

transient analysis on the layout of the differential version of OTA-3 indicated instability. 

The probable reason for this has been discussed in details in Chapter 6. 

T r a n s i e n t R e s p o n s e 0 

4 0 u ° : 

CL 

T i m e ( s e c ) 

Figure 4.14: Transient response for single-ended version of OTA-3 (schematic). 
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Figure 4.15: Transient response for differential version of OTA-3 (schematic). 

Simulations were run to observe the variation in THD with change in the input frequency 

for a given input level and with a change with input voltage level for a given input 

frequency. It was observed that the THD in the case of the differential version of the 

OTA was less than that of its single-ended counterpart as expected. 

4.4 OTA-3 L A Y O U T : 

The differential version of the above OTA was implemented in 0.35u.m CMOS process. 

Final layout of the above OTA is shown in Figure 4.17. The dimension occupied by it is 

0.4257 mm by 0.2595 mm, which equals to an area of 0.11046915 mm 2. 
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Figure 4.16: Layout of differential version OTA-3. 

4.5 OTA-4: 

In an attempt to design a single-ended OTA with large bandwidth, high linearity and wide 

dynamic range for low voltage/low power application, the topology for OTA-4 was arrived 

at. It uses a cross-coupled cell in realizing the transconductance. 

Figure 4.18 shows the circuit diagram for OTA-4. The differential input is fed at the gates of 

Mo and Mg. a is a scaling factor defined as the ratio of W/L of Mo (or M3) to the W/L of Ms 

(or M13). The value of a used in the simulations is 1. Vb is the control voltage, which adds 

the property of tunability to the circuit. The equations given below describe the operation of 

the circuit. 

i^Kx(vb-vgs3-vj2 (4.10) 
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h = Kx(vb-vgs<-vm)2 

h=h+h-h-h 

V
 v> k,q-V^)_ 

fa v a 

Assuming k„-kp, and | | = V m we arrive at the equation 

/ 0 = 2 / : n a 2 ( y 1 - y 2 ) X ( 2 y m - v f c ) 

Thus, the transconductance g m is given by 

gm=2kna2(2Vm-Vb) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

The assumption |V^,| = Vm is not always true. The values of Vtn and Vp depend on the 

process technology. In case of TSMC's p35 CMOS process, Vm and Vtp are typically of 

the magnitude 0.57 and 0.7, respectively. 

± 

Vb 

5 

q j | M i l M 1 2 ~ ] | > 

vî -jrjA. —II V 
18 |[—• 

Figure 4.17: Circuit diagram of OTA-4. 
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4.6 CIRCUIT SIMULATION AND RESULTS FOR OTA-4: 

OTA-4 was simulated in 0.35u,m CMOS process using Cadence with HSPICE. The 

common-mode voltage was set at 1.5V. Like OTA-3, the challenge in this design lied in 

keeping all transistors in saturation while maintaining low distortion and large dynamic 

range. The aspect ratios of all the transistors are as given in Table 4.3 below. 

Table 4.3: Aspect ratios of the transistors in OTA-4. 

Transistor W/L ratio 
M 0 and Ms 10/2 

M 2 - M 7 10/2 
M n and M13 47/2 
M H and M15 11/2 
M i and M9 55/2 

4.6.1 Characterization: 

DC Sweep, A C Sweep and Transient analysis were performed for OTA-4. The results 

are presented below. 

4.6.1(a) DC Sweep: 

Vb was swept and the output current is plotted for a Vd of lOOmVpp. Figure 4.19 below 

shows the plot of I 0 versus Vb. 
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Figure 4.18:10 versus Vb plot forOTA-4. 

The second simulation pertained to sweeping the differential input voltage over a range 

of ± IV and plotting the output current and g m . g m is found to be somewhat constant 

over a narrow range of Vd, thereby showing that OTA-4 is linear over a small range of 

input voltage. Figure 4.16 holds the result of the above-mentioned simulation. 
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Figure 4.19:10 and g m versus Vd plot for OTA-4. 
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4.6.1(b) A C Sweep and Frequency Response: 

A n A C Sweep was conducted in order to check the frequency response of this OTA 

topology. The current bandwidth was found to be 123.2 M H z and the transconductance 

was -80.43dB. Figure 4.21 gives the frequency response of the OTA. 

AC Response 01 
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3 -83.0 
+ 
° -87.0 

^ 100u . d : 

CL 
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o 40.0u 1K 1M 
Frequency(Hz) 

1G 

Figure 4.20: A C response for OTA-4. 

4.6.1(c) Transient Analysis: 

When conducting a transient analysis the circuit was found to be stable. It was found that 

for a differential input of magnitude lOOmV at a frequency of 1MHz, the distortion 

produced by the circuit was found to be 0.2786%, which is about -51.1dB [28]. This is 

comparable to the OTAs mentioned in [24, 29, 30]. The maximum differential voltage 

that can be fed at the input was found to be ±100mV. Figure 4.22 below shows the 

transient response of the OTA with the specified input. Further, simulations were run in 

order to verify the change in THD with frequency of the input signal at a given input 
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voltage level and also the change in THD with the differential input voltage level at a 

given frequency. 

T r a n s i e n t R e s p o n s e Q 
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Figure 4.21: Transient response for OTA-4. 

4.7 P E R F O R M A N C E C O M P A R I S O N OF OTA-3 A N D OTA-4: 

The single-ended version of OTA-3 seemed to perform better than OTA-4. The dynamic 

range for OTA-3 was much wider than that of OTA-4. In addition, it was found that 

OTA-3 produced lower distortion than OTA-4 [28]. Also, power consumption in case of 

OTA-3 is higher than that of OTA-4. The basic difference lies in the design of the 

transconductance stage and the differencing of the currents at the output. Furthermore, 

the mismatch in the magnitudes of Vt„ and Vtp due to the process parameters of the 

particular technology used, has contributed to the poor performance of OTA-4. Figures 

4.23 and 4.24 compare the variation in THD of both OTAs with respect to frequency and 

input voltage levels. Table 4.3 gives the relative performance of the two OTAs. 
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Table 4.3: Relative performance of the single-ended version of OTA-3 and OTA-4. 

OTA Current Bandwidth 

(MHz) 

Maximum Input 

Voltage applied 

(mVpp) 

THD for a differential-

input of lOOmVpp at 

1MHz (%) 

Power 

Consumption 

(mWatt) 

3 479.1 ±1.2 0.06277 46.233 

4 123.2 ±0.1 0.2786 3.3693 

0.8 
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Figure 4.22: Variation in THD with frequency. 
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Figure 4.23: Variation in THD with input voltage level. 

4.8 S U M M A R Y : 

Design of both single-ended and fully differential versions of a new OTA topology 

(OTA-3) with large dynamic range and very high linearity was achieved for low voltage 

applications. This topology made use of Widlar current mirrors, which has the feature of 

tunability. However, the amount of power consumed is quite high, thereby rendering it 

less useful for low power applications. 

Another O T A topology (OTA-4), using cross-coupled sources to make up the 

transconductance stage was also investigated. The dynamic range and linearity for this 

circuit is worse than OTA-3. However, the power consumption is lower. Since the 

results for OTA-4 were not as impressive as those for OTA-3, a differential version was 

not explored. OTA-3 was fabricated to verify the performance of the new topology in 

silicon. 
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Chapter 5 

FILTER SIMULATION RESULTS 

5.1 3 r d ORDER LOW PASS BUTTERWORTH FILTER: 

It was shown in section 2.4.3 described that a 3 r d order low pass Butterworth filter and a 

5 t h order low pass Butterworth filter were possible choices for use in OPTIS in the 

downstream and upstream directions of transmission respectively. In this chapter 

simulation of the 3 r d order low pass Butterworth filter (both from the schematic and 

layout) using OTA-2 has been addressed. 

The filter circuit diagram arrived at in Chapter 2 did not specifically speak of the number 

of C M F B circuits required to be used. Each dual output OTA in the filter structure needs 

a C M F B circuit to maintain the two outputs at the specified common-mode level. This 

implies that the number of C M F B circuits required should be equal to the number of 

OTAs used in realizing the filter. However, the final filter structure might not require as 

many C M F B circuits as the number of OTAs, since the outputs of many of the OTAs 

meet at common points and just one common-mode circuit connected to that point would 

take care of the common-mode levels of the outputs of all. This reduces the number of 

C M F B circuits required, thereby, reducing the complexity of the design, chip area and 

cost of fabrication. Furthermore, the size of the capacitances used for filter realization 

were reduced from those obtained from theoretical calculations in Chapter 2, since 

parasitic capacitances can be absorbed in the design, thereby, reducing the size of the 

extra capacitance required. Table 5.1 gives the values of the capacitances required to 

design the filter of required specifications. 
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Table 5.1: Capacitances required to realize the filter using OTA-2. 

C l C2 C3 

4.4pF 8.95pF 4.4pF 

In addition, some changes needed to be made in the aspect ratios of the transistors 

making up the output stage of OTA-2. This was done in order to prevent the outputs of 

the OTAs making up the filter, from being at a common-mode level other than the 

desired. It was observed that with the transistors of the output stage at the given aspect 

ratio, the two outputs of all the OTAs were settling at different levels. This can be 

explained as below: 

OTA-2 had a large g m . The filter was designed for low-medium frequency applications, 

which set a design constraint that the capacitors required would be large. This in turn 

meant that the voltage at the output nodes of the OTA would have wider swings. If the 

C M F B circuit does not have a range of operation wide enough to handle that wide a 

voltage swing, then the output nodes would fail to come back to the desired common-

mode level. The solution lies in reducing the g m . There could be three possible ways of 

doing this. One way to reduce the output current would be to change the aspect ratio of 

the transistors making up the transconductance stage. It was seen in chapter 3 that the g m 

of the transconductor stage used in OTA-2 was proportional to the aspect ratios of the 

transistors involved. Therefore, reducing the aspect ratio of those transistors enables 

reduction in the value of g m . The second approach would be to increase the gate length 

of the transistors at the output stage while keeping the aspect ratio same. The third 

approach would be to change the C M F B circuit. In this case, the second method was 

adopted and the gate length of the transistors at the output stage was altered. 
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5.2 FILTER CIRCUIT SIMULATION AND RESULTS: 

Simulations were run on both the schematic and layout versions of the filter with the 

output common-mode level set at 2.05V. 

5.2.1 Characterization: 

Results from the simulations run, in order to characterize the filter designed, are 

presented below. 

5.2.1(a) DC Sweep: 

Simulations pertaining to sweeping the differential input voltage over a range of ± IV 

and plotting the differential output voltage were run. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the results 

of the DC sweep for the schematic and layout versions of the filter respectively. 

Output Voltages versus Vd Q 

-600m -400m -200m 0.00 200m 400m 600m 
Differential Input VoUoge, Vd (Volts) 

Figure 5.1: Output voltages versus the differential input voltage (schematic of the filter). 
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Output voltages versus Vd Q 

-: /Vo+ 
2.40 d : / / V o ~ 

- 6 0 0 m - 2 0 0 m 2 0 0 m 600m 
Differential Input Voltage, Vd (Volts) 

Figure 5.2: Output voltages versus the differential input voltage (layout of the filter). 

5.2.1(b) A C Sweep and Frequency Response: 

The differential input voltage was set at IV. Simulations were run for both the schematic 

and the layout. The bandwidth and voltage gain of the filter were found to be 200.5kHz 

and 0.505797 for the schematic version while it was recorded as 198.9kHz and 0.512759, 

respectively for the layout version. The slight difference in the bandwidths of the 

schematic and the layout can be explained by the extra parasitic capacitance added when 

implemented in silicon. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 give the frequency responses of both 

versions of the filter. 
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Figure 5.3: Filter A C response from schematic. 
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Figure 5.4: Filter A C response from layout. 
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5.2.1(c) Transient Analysis: 

It was found from the transient analysis that, for a differential input of magnitude lOOmV 

peak-to-peak and a frequency of 10kHz, the distortion produced by the schematic version 

was found to be 0.0736% while it was 0.08807% for the layout version of the filter. 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the transient response of the filter with the specified input. 

Figure 5.5: Filter Transient response from schematic. 

Figure 5.6: Filter Transient response from layout. 
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5.3 L A Y O U T : 

The differential input differential output version of the 3 r d order LP Butterworth filter 

with a cut-off frequency of 200kHz and gain of 0.5, as designed in Chapter 2 was 

implemented in 0.35um CMOS process. Final layout of the above mentioned filter is 

shown in Figure 5.7. It occupied a dimension of 1.1983mm by 0.42935mm, which 

equals to an area of 0.51449mm2. 

Figure 5.7: Filter Layout. 

5.4 S U M M A R Y : 

The 3 r d order LP Butterworth filter for use in the downstream direction of transmission in 

OPTIS was simulated to check its performance. Simulations were run for both the 
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schematic and layout versions and compared. The results from the schematic and layout 

are in close agreement with one another. The above filter was fabricated in TSMC's 

0.35u.m CMOS technology in order to verify the performance in silicon. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

6.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N : 

This chapter deals with the experimental verification of the designs simulated with 

HSPICE in Cadence. In total, three chips were designed, namely CHIP-1, CHIP-2 and 

CHIP-3 with design names ICDCYASD, ICDCYASE and ICDCYASF, respectively. Of 

these, CHIP-2 and a part of CHIP-3 could be verified experimentally. Although, the 

design in CHIP-1 was found to be stable and functional from the layout simulations, it 

was found that the chip was not testable in practice. Attempts to test the chip practically 

were not successful since the chip was found to be unstable. The reason for this can be 

explained by the fact that in the case of the magnitude of the N R L exceeding the 

magnitude of the output resistance of the OTA, the effective resistance will be negative in 

sign thereby, resulting in a right-hand s-plane pole which would lead to instability. 

CHIP-3 contained two designs - a 3 r d order LP Butterworth filter implementing OTA-2, 

and OTA-3. The filter was found to work. However, OTA-3 was found to be unstable as 

mentioned in Chapter 4. Although, the layout of OTA-3 passed the Layout versus 

Schematic (LVS) check, the transient simulations from the layout did not match the 

results obtained from the schematic simulation and further indicated instability. This 

shows that the layout needed to be redone. The reason for instability lies in huge 

parasitics in the circuit that might have resulted due to the layout technique adopted. In 

laying out OTA-3, the layout of each individual stage - input stage, output stage and 

C M F B circuit were put together to make up the whole layout. The layouts for the output 

stage and the C M F B circuit were adapted from OTA-2 since they were identical to the 
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ones used in OTA-3 and the input stage was separately laid out. This was done in order 

to meet the deadline for fabrication. Thus, it remains that the layout for OTA-3 needs to 

be redone from the beginning and care has to be taken to reduce parasitics as much as 

possible. 

6.2 E X P E R I M E N T A L SET-UP: 

This section deals with the set-up used for the experimental verification of the each of the 

functional chips. 

6.2.1 CHIP-2: 

CHIP-2 contained the design of OTA-2, which is a differential-input, differential-output 

OTA. The layout for CHIP-2 is given in Figure 6.1. For initial testing the differential-

input to the OTA was fed from a differential-output line driver (EL2141) manufactured 

by Elantec Corporation. The supply voltages used for the driver were ±5V. Therefore, 

the design of the test board contained the provision for supplying the differential input to 

the OTA from the Elantec chip. However, since the outputs from the Elantec chip 

seemed to have a high noise content and the two output common-mode levels were not 

exactly equal, later tests were carried on with input signals being supplied from an 

amplifier manufactured by Linear Technology (LT1364). In addition, the outputs of 

OTA-2 were tied across a resistor of lkQ in order to carry on the testing. The output 

from the OTA is a current and in reality, current has to be converted to voltage before a 

desired signal can be tested. Hence, the need for the l k Q resistor across the OTA 

outputs. Four of the bias voltages required were supplied from 10K potentiometers 

operating between 5V and ground and the remaining three were provided from DC 

sources. The OTA required a supply of 3.3V. 
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Figure 6.1: Layout of CHIP-2. 

6.2.2 CHIP-3: 

CHIP-3 contained the design of the 3 r order LP Butterworth filter in Figure 5.7 and 

OTA-3 in Figure 4.17. The filter has a differential input and a differential output. The 

layout for CHIP-3 is given in Figure 6.2. The differential-input to the OTA was fed from 

dual amplifiers (LT1364) manufactured by Linear Technologies. It used supplies of ±5V. 

A l l the bias voltages required, were supplied from 10K potentiometers operating between 

5 V and ground. The PCB was designed to facilitate the testing of both the filter and 

OTA-3. However, it was used to obtain test results for just the filter since OTA-3 could 

not be tested successfully due to reasons mentioned in section 6.1. 
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vdd 

Vinf+ Vbf 

Figure 6.2: Layout of CHIP-3. 

6.3 E X P E R I M E N T A L R E S U L T S : 

Initially, the functionalities of both the chips were verified by viewing the differential 

outputs on the oscilloscope after properly setting up the test bench. The common-mode 

levels of the outputs were verified using the digital multimeter. Further tests were carried 

out using the Network/Spectrum Analyzer in both network analyzer and spectrum 

analyzer modes. The results of the tests are presented in the following sub-sections. 

6.3.1: CHIP-2 Results: 

OTA-2 contained in CHIP-2 was tested to check its performance. The results arrived at 

did not match the simulation results from Cadence exactly well. The reason for this can 

be attributed to the variation in process parameters. This was based on the observation 

that each sample of the chip fabricated using TSMC's 0.35u.m CMOS process gave 

results that were different from that of the rest. The results presented in the following 
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sections would illustrate this. However, it was found that the common-mode level of 

both the outputs were identical and were very close to the desired level (of V c m=2.05V). 

Furthermore both the outputs were nearly equal in magnitude (within an error of + 10%). 

The two outputs across the termination resistor of 1 kQ are presented in Figure 6.3. The 

input signal applied to the Elantec chip was lOOmVpp at a frequency of 1kHz. The 

differential output of the Elantec chip was a 200mVpp sine wave. It can be seen that the 

output signals are very small in magnitude. The reason to this is that the current from the 

OTA (which is in the range of uA.) is converted into voltage across the terminals of a 1 

kQ resistor. Therefore, it is obvious that the voltage thereby obtained, is in the range of 

millivolts. The small magnitude of the outputs also contributes to the fact that the signals 

appear to be noisier. This is because the noise contributed by the various supplies, the 

signal generator and the neighboring equipments is of substantial magnitude as compared 

to the output signals. 

Tek ana icioks/s 

V,n+ 

Figure 6.3: Voltages (C3 and C4) at the terminals of the l k Q resistor tied across the 

outputs of OTA-2 (Differential-input voltage used was 200mVpp at 1kHz). 

Testing of OTA-2 included verification with the use of the Network Analyzer as well. 

Both network and spectrum analyzer results were obtained. In addition, we also 

proceeded to check the normalized noise level. In total, there were five chips containing 
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the design of OTA-2. Of these, one was damaged during the initial round of testing. 

Another one was also lost during further tests. Therefore, some diagrams display the test 

results obtained from three chips while some others have results from all five chips. 

It was found out that the common-mode level of both the outputs were at 1.996V, which 

is very close to the required value of 2.05V. Changes in the amplitude of the output 

voltages with change in the value of the control voltage Vb, for a given differential-input 

level (of 304 mVpp), were also measured. Further, increase in the amplitude of the output 

voltages across the \kQ. resistor was also monitored with increase in the level of the 

differential input voltage. 

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the results for both the outputs of OTA-2 obtained from the 

network analyzer for a differential-input of 700mVpp and a Vb of 800mV. Figure 6.4 

shows the A C response for the positive output of OTA-2 contained in CHIP-2(c). The 

gain was found to be -21.615dB and the bandwidth was 2.99376 MHz. Figure 6.5 shows 

the A C response for the negative output of OTA-2 contained in CHIP-2(c). The gain and 

bandwidth were found to be -24.646dB and 2.6621 M H z respectively. Table 6.1 presents 

the network analyzer results obtained from the CHIP-2 (a) and CHIP-2 (c)-(e). 

CHI B/R 105 HUG 10 dB/ REF e 0B 

flvg 
16 

.993766686 HHZ 

POWER -6.9 dB. 

Figure 6.4: A C response obtained from the network analyzer 

(Positive output from CHIP-2 (c)). 
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POUER - 6 . 9 dBa 

Figure 6.5: A C response obtained from the network analyzer 

(Negative output from CHIP-2 (c)). 

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the power spectrums of both the outputs of CHIP-2 (d). Each 

figure shows the fundamental, second harmonic (HD 2 ) and third harmonic (HD 3) 

components of the output signal for 700 mVp P of the input signal at 3MHz. The changes 

in the magnitudes of the fundamental, second and third harmonic components of both the 

output signals with increase in the differential-input level were measured from different 

chips and are plotted in Figures 6.8(a)-(b), 6.9(a)-(b) and 6.10(a)-(b) respectively. The 

value of Vb used in obtaining the results presented in Figures 6.6-6.10 was 800mV. It has 

been observed that the results obtained from CHIP-2 (d) and (e) match each other closely. 

The results from CHIP-2 (c) deviate significantly from those of the other two. 



CH2 R Spectrum 0 10 dB/ REF - 1 2 . 8 dBm 

H D i 3.0807 flHz 

HDa 
/ 

RBUt* 3 kHz VBU 3 kHz ATN 0 dB SUP 525.2 msec 
START 1 kHz STOP 10 MHz 

Figure 6.6: Spectrum analyzer results for the positive output of CHIP-2(d). 

CH2^R Spectrum 10 d B / REF - 1 2 . 8 dB« -18.878 dBa 

H'D2 

3.00B7 MHz 

HDa 

RBWtt 3 kHz VBW 3 kHz RTN 0 dB SUP 525.2 usee 
START 1 kHz STOP 10 (1Hz 

Figure 6.7: Spectrum analyzer results for the negative output of CHIP-2(d). 
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Figure 6.8(a): Plot of the power content of the fundamental component of the positive 

output with respect to the differential-input level (OTA-2). 

Differential-input voltage, V (Volts) 

Figure 6.8(b): Plot of the power content of the fundamental component of the negative 

output with respect to the differential-input level (OTA-2). 
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Figure 6.9(a): Plot of HD2 for the positive output with respect to the differential-input 

level (OTA-2). 

Figure 6.9(b): Plot of HD2 for the negative output with respect to the differential-input 

level (OTA-2). 
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Figure 6.10(a): Plot of HD3 for the positive output with respect to the differential-input 

level (OTA-2). 

Figure 6.10(b): Plot of HD3 for the negative output with respect to the differential-input 

level (OTA-2). 
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As mentioned earlier, the results for the different chips (containing OTA-2 design) 

obtained from the network analyzer have been tabulated in Table 6.1. Simulations were 

run to plot the frequency response of both the outputs of OTA-2 with a 1 kQ resistor 

across the output terminals. Table 6.2 presents the results thus obtained. 

Table 6.1: Network analyzer results obtained for different chips containing OTA-2 design. 

CHIP-2 3dB frequency (MHz) 

(Measured) 

Voltage Gain (dB) 

ICDCYASE Positive 

output 

Negative 

output 

Positive 

output 

Negative 

output 

(a) 1.53836 1.9328 -25.587 -29.667 

(c) 2.99376 2.6621 -21.615 -24.646 

(d) 3.136 3.24048 -25.448 -25.987 

(e) 1.9556 2.1435 -18.312 -24.843 

Table 6.2: Simulated A C response obtained from OTA-2 with a l k Q termination resistor 

across the outputs of the OTA. 

OTA-2 3dB frequency (MHz) 

(Simulated) 

Voltage Gain (dB) 

Positive 

output 

Negative 

output 

Positive 

output 

Negative 

output 

ICDCYASE 3.44 3.44 -32.2 -32.2 

It can be seen from the Tables 6.1 and 6.2 that the experimental results do not quite 

match the ones obtained from simulation. It can also be observed that the results 
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obtained from each chip differ considerably from that of the others. This discrepancy is 

attributed to the change in process parameters together with the layout of the PCB used 

for testing the chip. A more compact layout of the PCB could have resulted in better-

matched experimental results. Noise analysis was also done using the spectrum analyzer 

and the results are tabulated in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3: Noise analysis of different chips containing OTA-2. 

CHIP-2 Normalised Noise level 

(dBm/Hz) 

ICDCYASE Positive 

output 

Negative 

output 

(c) -149.6 -149.6 

(d) -150.7 -150.7 

(e) -143.85 -143.85 

Change in the output levels with change in the differential-input level at a given Vb was 

measured. Further, changes in the output voltage levels with the change in the control 

voltage, V b was verified. Figures 6.11(a) and (b) show the plot of the measured output 

voltages with the change in the differential-input level at a given Vb of 0.8V. Figures 

6.11 (a) and (b) also show the plot of output voltage versus the differential-input level 

obtained from simulation. It can be seen that the slope of the measured output versus 

differential-input plots for CHIP-2 (a), (c) and (e) follow the slope of the plot obtained 

from simulation quite closely. Figure 6.12(a) and (b) show the plot of the outputs with 

respect to the change in the control voltage for a differential input of 304 mVpp. The 

slopes of these curves give the respective gm 's for the OTA contained in each chip. 
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Figure 6.11(a): Change in the level of the positive output with respect to the differential-

input level (OTA-2). 
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Figure 6.11(b): Change in the level of the negative output with respect to the differential-

input level (OTA-2). 
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Figure 6.12(a): Change in the positive output level of OTA-2 with the change in the 

control voltage, Vb. Vd is 304mVpp. 

Figure 6.12(b): Change in the negative output level of OTA-2 with change in the control 

voltage, Vb. V d is 304mVPp. 
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6.3.2: CHIP-3 Results: 

As mentioned earlier, CHIP-3 contained OTA-3 and the design of a 3 r d order LP 

Butterworth filter using OTA-2. OTA-3 could not be verified due to instability as has 

already been mentioned in section 6.1. However, the filter was verified experimentally. 

It was also observed in this case that the results obtained from the different chips were 

different and none matched the simulation results closely. This further inclines us to 

address the variation in process parameters and modify the layout for the PCB used. 

Nine chips were tested in order to verify the relative performance of each of them. They 

have been labeled as CHIP-3(a)-(i) in the sections following. Each of the chips gave 

results that were different from the rest. The common-mode level was not at the required 

value of 2.05V for any of them. In addition, both the outputs in all the chips were not 

found to be at the same common-mode level. The minimum value of the common-mode 

level was found to be 2.09V and the maximum was 2.2242 V. The average value of the 

common-mode level was found to be 2.15V. It was observed that CHIP-3(g) had the best 

performance when compared to the others in terms of matching of the differential 

outputs. Therefore, the results from the oscilloscope, network analyzer and spectrum 

analyzer, presented here, are that of CHIP-3 (g). The differential outputs of the filter are 

shown in Figure 6.13 in response to a 700mVpp sine wave input at 1kHz that was 

supplied to the Linear Technology chip. 
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Figure 6.13: Differential outputs of the filter obtained from CHIP-3(g). 

Figures 6.14(a) and 6.14(b) show the results for both the outputs of filter obtained from 

the network analyzer. Figure 6.14(a) shows the A C response for the positive output of 

filter contained in CHIP-3(g). The gain was found to be -4.4733dB and the bandwidth 

was 205.28 kHz. Figure 6.14(b) shows the A C response for the negative output of the 

filter contained in CHIP-3(g). The gain and bandwidth were found to be -4.6025dB and 

205.58 kHz respectively. The X-axis scale was linear in both the figures. Table 6.4 

presents the network analyzer results obtained from the CHIP-3 (a) - (i). 



Figure 6.14 (a): A C response obtained from the network analyzer 

(Positive output of CHIP-3 (g)) 

CHI B/R 103 MAG 2 dB/ REF -4 .28 dB -4.6025 dB 

Cor 

4.0770 13 KHz 

IF BU 1 kHz POUER -13 dB» SUP 789.9 usee 
START 10 Hz STOP 400 kHz 

Figure 6.14(b): A C response obtained from the network analyzer 

(Negative output of CHIP-3 (g)) 
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Further, Figures 6.14(c) and 6.14(d) show the power spectrums of both the outputs of 

CHIP-3 (g). Each figure shows the fundamental, second harmonic and third harmonic 

component of the output signal for 700 m V P P of the input signal at 150kHz. The changes 

in the magnitudes of the fundamental, second and third harmonic components of both the 

output signals with increase in the differential-input level were measured from different 

chips and are plotted in Figures 6.15(a)-(b), 6.16(a)-(b) and 6.17(a)-(b) respectively. It 

can be observed that the results from all the chips match each other closely in terms of 

the changes in the magnitude of the fundamental and the second harmonic, with respect 

to the differential input. However, all the chips gave different results where the third 

harmonic component is concerned. 

Figure 6.14(c): Spectrum analyzer results for the positive output of CHIP-3(g). 
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Figure 6.14(d): Spectrum analyzer results for the negative output of CHIP-3(g). 
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gure 6.15(a): Plot of the power content of the fundamental component of the positive 

output with respect to the differential-input level (Butterworth filter). 
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Differential-input voltage, Va (Volts) 

Figure 6.15(b): Plot of the power content of the fundamental component of the negative 

output with respect to the differential-input level (Butterworth filter). 

Figure 6.16(a): Plot of H D 2 for the positive output with respect to the differential-input 

level (Butterworth filter). 
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Figure 6.16(b): Plot of HD2 for the negative output with respect to the differential-input 

level (Butterworth filter). 
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Figure 6.17(a): Plot of HD3 for the positive output with respect to the differential-input 

level (Butterworth filter). 
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Figure 6.17(b): Plot of HD3 for the negative output with respect to the differential-input 

level (Butterworth filter). 

Table 6.4 presents the Network Analyzer results. It can be seen from the Table 6.4 that 

the results obtained from each chip differs considerably from that of the others. This 

discrepancy is also attributed to the change in process parameters together with the layout 

of the PCB used for testing the chip. A more compact layout of the PCB might have 

resulted in better-matched experimental results. 

Table 6.4: Network analyzer results obtained for different chips containing 3 r d order LP 

Butterworth filter. 

CHIP-3 3dB frequency (MHz) Voltage Gain (dB) 

ICDCYASF Positive 

output 

Negative 

output 

Positive 

output 

Negative 

output 

(a) 249.01 249.49 -6.38 -5.45 

(b) 191.43 191.79 -3.187 -3.005 
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(c) 227.16 186.86 -4.4065 -5.504 

(d) 209.45 205.22 -4.5901 -3.664 

(e) 186.12 189.29 -3.3087 -4.2093 

CD 243.36 240.36 -6.5737 -4.4044 

(g) 205.28 205.58 -4.4773 -4.6025 

(h) 176.45 177.38 -2.741 -2.359 

(i) 253.31 251.48 -6.1771 -5.3553 

Simulation result 200 200 -5.8 -5.8 

Noise analysis was also done using the spectrum analyzer and the results are tabulated in 

Table 6.5. 

Table 6.5: Noise analysis of different chips containing 3 r order LP Butterworth filter. 

CHIP-3 Normalised Noise level 

(dBm/Hz) 

ICDCYASF Positive 

output 

Negative 

output 

(a) -146.17 -146.2 

(b) -146.15 -146.21 

(c) -146.53 -146.15 

(d) -146.34 -146.39 

(e) -146.18 -146.07 

(f) -146.21 -146.09 

(g) -146.17 -146.23 

(h) -146.16 -146.29 

(i) -146.22 -146.3 
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The results presented in Figures 6.15(a)-6.17(b) thus show the mismatch in the 

performances of different chips. 

6.4 S U M M A R Y : 

OTA-2 and the 3 r order LP Butterworth filter built using OTA-2 were experimentally 

verified to be functional. However, experimental results obtained did not match 

simulation results exactly as mentioned in section 6.3. Differences in the results obtained 

from different chips of the same design show that variation in process parameters has had 

a significant role to play in determining the performance displayed. In addition, layout of 

the PCBs designed to test the chips has also added to the mismatch in the results. 

Improvements in this direction are required to be made to obtain better results. 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1 C O N C L U S I O N : 

This thesis deals with the investigation into low voltage OTAs topologies that can be 

used for designing filters that conform to the requirements of HDSL-2 using OPTIS as 

modulation scheme. Four OTA topologies have been investigated. First two of them 

used differential versions of the same transconductance stage. The basic difference in 

these designs lay in the choice of C M F B circuits. In addition, the first circuit 

implemented the use of a negative resistance load in order to enhance the output 

resistance of the OTA. Both the circuits were implemented in silicon using TSMC's 

0.35urn process. Experimental results have been presented in the previous chapter. The 

next two OTAs were based on newly developed topologies. Initial investigation was 

done on the single-ended versions. Simulations indicated that OTA-3 had good potential 

for use in low voltage applications. Further efforts were made to realize the differential 

version of this OTA and implement it in silicon. However, the fourth design did not 

seem as interesting. Therefore, the differential version of the fourth OTA was not 

investigated further. 

Furthermore, one of the above circuits has been used towards implementing a 3 r d order 

low pass Butterworth filter that conforms to the OPTIS PSD Mask for the downstream 

direction of data transmission. The chips carrying the designs have been tested and they 

seem to work. The experimental results have been presented in the previous chapter. 
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Experimental results do differ to a certain extent from the simulated results but are within 

limits. 

7.2 C O N T R I B U T I O N : 

The contribution made by this thesis has been in two areas - (a) designing analog spectral 

shaping filters for use in HDSL-2 using OPTIS as the modulation scheme, and (b) 

designing new OTA structures that are viable for low voltage analog applications. 

It has been seen [9] that a fourth order low pass Butterworth filter with a/j</s frequency of 

196kHz in HDSL (generation preceding HDSL-2), as a spectral shaping filter. However, 

nothing had been mentioned about the filter type required for HDSL-2 until this research 

made an effort to investigate into the filter types that could possibly be used in HDSL-2 

using OPTIS as the modulation scheme. Furthermore, a 3 r d order low pass Butterworth 

filter that conformed to the PSD requirements for the downstream direction of 

transmission in OPTIS has also been designed and implemented in silicon in an effort to 

verify its functionality. 

In addition, this research has also made an effort in designing new OTA structures that 

are viable for low voltage applications. In total, four OTA designs were investigated, of 

which the first two are variations of the single-ended version in [24]. These circuits were 

so optimized as to meet the requirements of the filter mentioned above. However, they 

can be optimized to meet the requirements for other low voltage applications too. OTA-3 

has a new topology and has potential for low voltage applications that have high 

bandwidth, linearity and dynamic range requirements. When compared to some existing 

designs [24], [26] and [29] it seems to have better performance in terms of bandwidth, 

linearity and dynamic range. 
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OTA-4 has a new topology too. Although, it did not display very good performance in 

terms of linearity and dynamic range, it can be used in low voltage applications i f such a 

process is used that the assumption JV̂ I = Vm is true. 

Thus, it can be seen that a significant contribution has been made by this thesis in the area 

of low voltage analog circuits. 

7.3 F U T U R E W O R K : 

Future work can be divided into three sections. The first step would be to implement the 

5 order low pass Butterworth filter in silicon using OTA-3. This might need slight 

modifications in the aspect ratios of the existing structure. Improvements in the existing 

OTA-3 topology in terms of power consumption and output resistance are also areas 

where further work is intended. Furthermore, designing newer OTA structures viable for 

low voltage/low power applications would be worth putting effort in. In addition, 

investigation into the use of Linear Phase and Bessel filters as choices for use in HDSL-2 

with OPTIS as the modulation scheme would be very interesting. They have not yet been 

tested in DSLs. 
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